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HOLLAND,

VOL. XI-N'0.3.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

MICH.,

WHOLE

1882.

25,

Pattondi
Dealer In Drugs, ttedlcines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. ViJi Din BsRO'sFsmily Medicines;Eighth St.

V

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN
OFFICE: VAN LAN DEGEN D’S BLOCK.

ROGERS.

H.

The past at

Mr. Editor:— The other day a new
educationalinstitutionwas formally

Produce, Etc.

least is secure.

*

We

#

can

turn with assurance to yonder bill sideyea, to a thousand hill-sidesall over our

Apples,V bushel.
Beans, V bushel

opened and dedicated at Lexington,Ken-

Incas.

Butter, V lb.
Clover seed, V lb.
Eggs, V doxen.

tucky. Hon. Henry Watterson,was the
of monumental marble, or by the unspeaker of the day. His oration was fine
marked graves of our tombleas deadand peculiarlyinteresting to me. With
glow with honest love and pride, thrice
your consent,Mr. Editor, I desire to re
grateful to those to whom we owe the
publish a few extracts.In Justice to the
happinessand the honor of being Ken-

Druggist A Pharmsclst; a
full stock of goods appertaining
to the bus-

tv

continent— and, standing In the presence

Honey, V b.

Hay, V ton ............
H. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur- Onions, V bushels ................
1t1 niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Potatoes,bushel ................
85
Pictare Frames, etc.: River street.
Timothy Seed, f bushel..........<&

\f

Editor and Proprietor.‘

excess by these our forefathers.*

uni."

fl/ALSH HEBER,

furniture.

WILLIAM

"We—

\7AN PUTTEN, Wm.,

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

Patfeetu.

523.

led the way, and they were supplied in

For the HollandCity Netcs:

®ut

NO.

E

..

YEK,

Terms of Subscription:

Qeaeral Bsalen.

frftin,

Fm&,

speaker, the oration should be given as a

Etc.

tuckians.

whole, but I feared that space would not
1 16
Turn we from that Age of Iron to thie
will state in explanation,
1 18 permit.
Age
of Brass.
stands the account
1 21
60 that what is here re-produced is not so
Corn, shelled V bushel ........
to-day!
have
administeredthe
JOB PRINTING ProiDDlliand Neatly Eiecuted
50
Oats, fl bushel ....................... 45
Hotela.
for the sake of the speaker or in
80
Buckwheat, V bushel.
estate which these brave and great
behalf of Kentucky, but solely fpr its
1 00
rtlTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro- Bran, 4 100 lbs ........
hewed out of the wilderness and reared
26 00
prietors.The only drsi-ciass Hotel in the Feed, V ton .........
peculiar home and local application.
One square of tcu lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for city. Is located In the business center of the town,
1 40
» 100 lb ........
Into shapelinessand bequeathed to us?
first insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent and has one of the largestand best sample rooms
1 75
Barley, $1100 1) .......
the reader—especiallyof our
nacrtlon for any period under three mouthe.
1 50
Times change; customs alter; they
In the Stale. Free bus iu connectionwith the Ho- Middling, V 100 lb .........
40 countrymen— to peruse these extracts careFlour, vbrl... ..........
tel. Holland,
10-ly
suit the action to the word, the word to
| 8 . | 6 v. I 1 Y.
6 50
Pearl Barley, $1100 lb ...............
ful’,y, and as he reads, to make the proper
350 5 001 8 00 OHGENIX HOTEL. E. P. Montlethproprietor. Rye fl bush .....................
1 Square ................
8 50
the action, applying both to the uses of
8 00 1 10 00
1 85 transposition In his
.................. 5 00
mind. Instead
Located uear the Chi. A W. Mich. K. K. de- Corn Meal fl 100 lbs ..............
their day and generation, prosper and get
8
00
10
00
1
17
00
1
60
................
pot, has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and Fine Corn Meal N 100 lbs ......... (&
of reading Lexington,or Kentuckians,or
$4 Column ................. 10 00 17 00 | 25 00
its table Is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoon
in life. The qualities which were in17 00 25 00 1 40 00 dation of guests. Ou Ninth sir., Holland, Mich.
............ ......
of the great
it produced, imagine
................. 25 00 40 00 65 00
dispensableto the foundations of Kenffiifal.
yourself as reading of Holland City and
Wm. J. Scott, p/oprietor.
tucky have done their appolnt|d work.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
This hotel Is located ou the cor. of Ninth and

Per Year

%2.00

Advance.

in

\7AN PUTTEN G„

General Dealers, in Dry Wheat, white V bushel ........ ....
...... ......
Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and Capa,
Lancaster Red, fi bushel. .. .
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River
,

V

red “

st.

We

.

much

1

How
we

How

men

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

We

“

beg of

Mich.

”
“

2
3

»

JL

X ”
1
“

who

Q
®
®
@

own

men

• gtdditiowri

^COTT’ HOTEL.

O

Changes.

Fish

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,

sirs.,

Mich.

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribers.

Colony, of Hollanders,and of our great

convenient to both depots. Terms,

$1.00 per day. Good accommodattous can always
be relied on. Holland,
6-ly
Livirr ud Sale Uble

We

call the attention of ladles to the

advertisement in this paper of “Dr. Marchlsi’s Uterine

i.

Catholicon.” We have

in

emigrationleaders; and especially where
reference Is

made

to the

famous Kentucky

race-horse “FoxbaU”, jqst try to think of

our posessioo indisputable evidence of its. our own local hobby horse, the bareLivery and Sale Stable. Office
andharnon
Marketstreel.Everythingflrst- worth, and we recommend the afflicted to legged, emaciated nag of “free masonry.”
An X before the Subscriber’s name will donote
try it. This remedy differs from quack
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sig- class.
“ 1 wish to speak to you of Kentucky,
nifies that no paper will be continued after date.
ITAVKKKATE, J-i Livery and Boarding nostrums in the following respects: 1st. as a Kentuckian to Kentuckians. * * *
TUTQ D A DI?D may be found on file at Geo. IT stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al- It is prepared by a regular physician; 2d. In the life of every community there come,
IHlO rArijap. Rowell A Co’s News- ways be relied on. On Fish street,near Scott's
83- tf
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
It is not recommended for all diseases, at periodicintervals,seasons for the readvertising contracts may be made for It In NEW
VTIBBELINK,
J. U., Livery and Sale Stable; but only for a particular class, peculiar to
YORK.
vision of the public polity to the end that
IN Ninth street,near Market.
females; 3d. It is recommendedand used this may be adapted to the changing
All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

nOONE H„

13

Hotel.
Mist Marksti.

gail $oad$.

in practice by

|>UTKAU, Wn, New Meat Market, near corner whom

13

Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sausages constantly ou hand.

Chicago & West Michigan Railway.
Taking Effect^ Sunday Jan.

I/'UITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
TV. vegetables ; Meal Market on 8th street.

1882.

15,

of

many

at least is well

New Bedford.

physicians,

.

known

one

of

to the people

47— ly.

needs and moods of the world’s progress;

and these, to be

effectual, should be

seasons of retrospection and introspection. Let us close the doors. Let us shut

No one should

neglect this rare oppor- the

windows. Let

us Imagine that we are

17 AN DER HAaK, U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, tunity in securing good bargains in boots, completelyisolated and alone, ‘the world
From Chicago
From Holland
snd Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper shoes and clothing at the marshal sale, 64
to Hollanu.
to Chicago.
forgetting, by the world forgot,’ and thus,
and twine; 8th street.
Mix- Nt’i
Nrt Mix- Mall.
and 60 Canal
52— tf
least in fancy, secure against obtrusion;
Mail.
TOWNS.
ed. Exp.
Exp. ed.
Xs&ufiotorlii,XUli, Shops, Ito.
let us ask ourselves, seriously,whether we
p.m. a. m. a. m.
p.m. a. m. a. m. ITEaLD, R. K., Manufacturerof and Dealerln
Shiloh’i Comumptlon Ours.
are not falling behind in tfie great race of
11020 9 20 11 50 ....Holland ..... 8 25 8 00 5 15
TL Agricultural Implements; commission agent This is beyond question the most successful
for Mowinn Machines' cor. 10th A River street.
Cough Medicinewe have ever sold, a few doses States and peoples, and whether, if we do
10 40 10 10 12 06 East Saugatnck 3 05 7 35 500
Invariably cure tbo worst cases of Cough, Croup, not look to it, we shell not presently hear
DAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors and Bronchitis, while it's wonderfulsuccess in the
10 56 10 40 12 20 ....Richmond...2 55 7 20 4 45
JL of Hugger Mill*; (Steam Saw and Floor cure of Consumption is without a parallelin the it said, and truly said of Kentucky, ttat

V

street.

12 00 12 15 12 55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 5 45 3 56
12 25 12 60 1 10

.....

Bangor. ... 200 5 15 8 85

230 .Benton Harbor.12

1 60 8 10

205 830 245

...St.

50 3 15 2 10

Joseph...12 40 805 2 00

8 30 6 00 3 00 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 00 11 55
7 30 • • • • 5 50 ....Chicago ..... 900 .... 9 10
p .m. p.m. p. m.
a.m. a. m. p. m.

On Saturdaynight the Night express north runs
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 2:20 Sunday morning.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to
Grand Rapids.
a.m. p. m.

From Grd. Rapids
to

Holland.

a.m. a. m. p.m.

•8 18 3 25 ....Holland ..... 11 45 •9 10 tlOU)

580

385 ....Zeeland..... 11

8 40

5 57 9 20 3 52

..

955

85 8 40

Hudson vtlle... 11 15 7 40 9 25

6 15 10 00 4 05 ....Grandvllle...11 SO 7 10 9 05

685

10

a.m.

a.

80 4 20 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 35 8 45

m. p.m.

a.

m.

a.

m. p.m.

On Sunday morning
Holland

2

:30

the Night Express leaves
and arrivesin Grand Rapids 4 :10 a. m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

r

From Holland to
Muskegon.
am. p. m ta. m.
t5 30 8 25 11 45 ....Holland. ...

600

to Hollan
p.m. a. m. p.m.
3 25 10 45 t9 40

306 10 05

12 15 ...West Oil Ye...
12 20

Hush kill

12 25

fl

650

4 20 12 50 ...Ferrysburg... 2 30 9 00
1

m.

p.

p.

m.

p.

to

m.

a.

m.

800
p.

m.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Allegan.

From Holland
a. tn.

•10 45

p.

From Allegan to
Holland.
a.m. p. m.

m.

8 25

•••

11 45

11 15

849

11 85

400

11 07

1 00

4 15

10 58

•

•••• ••

12 45 440
p.m. p.m.

11 20

10 30

a m.

more

to

dis-

In place of stubborn brake and frowning
forests,

we look out upon

fertile fields of

grain and teeming meadows.

The

sun shines bright in the old

tucky home. Peace and plenty
where

to be

satisfied

found. The

Ken-

are every-

people are self-

and happy. The State is out of

my

debt. Ah,

friends, do

you not

see

that this contentment is stagnation?Do

you not see that it is an Illusion and a

sham? Do you
possibly, last?

not see that

Do you not

It

can not

feel that we are

living off our principal, still flattering
ourselves with the conceit that the property and the prestige we have inherited will

be somehow continued
our ignoranceand sloth

to

us

in spite

? Where
them

lost traditions? Go seek

of

are the

in the half-

forgotten records of the past, and in the

grave. Who

Keotncky now exmentions Kentucky without smiling atour egotism, or
refera to

cept for turf tips?

Who

Michigan.

Mich.

m.

0
street.

* # •

m.

•

laid.

WstobtisBlJsvslry.

there are great diflerences in the local
Magnificent CommonwealthI Shrine of
REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
character and needs of the people, and
13 dealer in Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market have tried it now live to testify of its the beautiful and the godlike! how have
aud Eighth Street.
merits— give it an immediate trial.youwill the mighty fallen! Tell it notin Boston; have steadily advocated the cultivation
be surprised at the result.
proclaimit not in the streets of Cincinnati; and development of this character and
Bronchial Complaints. Thousands who

I >

the chief among Kentuckians to-day— the
Children have health and Mothers rest one Kentuckian having a world-widefame
when Dr. Wlnchell’a Teething Byrup is —is a race-horse by the name of FoxbaU
F.
IndepnndentOrderused. It produces natural sleep, regulates I say It with emotion and not without a

X. 0. of 0-

„

ing condition.

We Kentnckiansare e

peculiar race;

I

Holland City Lodge, No. 192,
Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings st Odd
the bowels, cures dysenteryand dlarrhcea
Fellows Hall, HollandfMich., onTuesdayEvenins
of each week
arising from teething or other causes
Visitlngbrothers
arecordlally invited.
Sold by all druggists at 25 cts. a bottle.
R. A. Schoutxx, N. G.
M. Harbinqton, R. S.

of

the adjustmentof these needs to prevail-

_

nature has bestowed many gifts upon

us—

feeling of gratitudeand gratulation that big-boned, big-brained and big-hearted,
even so much is left us of our ancient with a touch of the Corsican largely
prestige and distinction. Nay, I
last

among

am

the

Kentuckians to sneer at and

crossed with the streak of the Gascon.

We

are able to hold our own in manly

ports, and to blow our horn as loudly as
ander-value the exploitsof thoroughbreds,
F. ft A. X.
•545
the best of them. I would not change
0 ARcuoLABCommunication of Uhitt Lodob. vents disease, purifies the blood, Improves which have not only kept Kentucky in
5 10 No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masjnic Hail
these attributes.I would not cease to
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, Feb. the appetite,give a smooth glossy cost, some sort at the front, but have done
455 l,at7)’clock .sharp.
blow
the horn. But I would learn to
and keeps the animal in good condition. more to establish a rationalconception of
4 15

Uncle

H. C.

Sam’s Condition Powder pre

Matrao.W.M.

All druggists sell

D.L. Botd,£«c’v.

America in Europe than

it.

m.

We

wish to

call

your tUeotioo to

the

Army and Navy
you are troubled with

advertisementof the

t Runs dally,all other trains dally except Banday. AD trains ran by Chicago time.

fMineitt $wertt»rtj.
Attonsyi.

Liniment. U
Rheumatism or Neuralgia, Diptheria or
Croup, call on H. Walsh, and get a hot*
tie. It is a sure cure. See advertisement.
Mr. R. Van Kampen has got

all the

The United States marshal sale

VTORRIDE, * CARROLL, Attorneys at Law, pared to build new dwellings, or repair
ivl Lepplg’s Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan. old ooea, or do any kind of carpenter and
Business tn Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties
joiner’s
will be promptly attended
f-Iy

ARKS, W.^^Attora^e^ndCouncek>r at Law,
Csaalssioa Ksrskatt.

TbBACHW. H. Commission Merchant, and
13 dealer In Grain, Floor and Produce. High-

blow it more

is fast

work.

lg-iy.

The Army and Navy Liniment takes
the soreness out of a spavin, ringbone,
splint or curb, and arrest their growth.

Druggist.

The

stock

which moves gratificationof personal vanity, to which
trying to purchase while there is a well se- me to protest is that we have no system. they have descended,to the higher, purer,
lected stock on hand. As soon as the I contend,limply, that, if we devote half lobler uses of the good mind snd good
stock passes the hinds of the marshal no the patient thought and care to oar heart, which, among all the blastings of
one can ever get the tame goods at 40 per children that we bestow upon onr horses, haven, is the greatest, God has given the
of each

dollar.

52—

tt

we ehall not only do our duty as citizens, people of
end retain onr old place among the eminently

Kentucky. They ere
t good people. They

TOWNS

easei a specialty.Consultation free

confidential.

and

will have to bend bis proud

snd msined They

bead!

52-tf

bors, are we not a

"Tbs Commodore.”
L

Foote, the commod<»re,Elgin, III

•eye Thomse’ Eclectric Oil

cured him

ol

are too prodigal and they are too

»

eontented. They ere miasiog the chances
which are passing in the great world outside.
* • «
G.V.8.
race of degenerateeons

In sober troth, detr friends

and

neigh-

of Illustrioussires f Tour grandfathers,

Swift Breath and food
from Maryland,
The breath sweetened,
Caroliois. * * • Hot the body removed, food

and mine, came

sciatica with one application, thoroughly Virginia abd the

hither

him of a severe culture, but brain-powerand nerve-power, cested, good health permanently
Y'fOKBBUBU.J. O., Dealerln Dragsand Medi- boots, shoes and clothing at the marshal
cold
and
cough.
He
thinks
it a valuable supported by enterprise, enthusiasm sod tained, by using Brown’s Iron
I I cinaa, Faints and Oils, Brashes.Ac. PhyslkXn’sprescrlptlonacarefully
pump: Eighth st. •ale, 64 and 66 Cana!
52— tf remedy, and will never be without it
imsgiostion, were wanted in those who A true strengtbener; a sure reviver.
Sixty cents buys you a dollar’sworth of applied. It also cared

street.

pre-

love

will return to the City State*,bat may fairly hope in the coming their country, they love their kindred and
Hotel, March 1st, for a few days, where years to bring forth men and women be- their neighbors, and they love their homes.
They err on the side of excess In effusion.
he will make the treatment of chronic die fore wboee deeds sod nsmes even FoxbaU

DR.

Joe.

WALSH,

Kentnckians sacrificing any Of our robustitode, still
clinging to onr provincialism, 1 would
with a thrill of exultation; and, if we are
not to have a system, let us by all means turn onr valor snd our prowess from the

is decreased every day, for everybody is stand by our stable. That

Cares colic, scratches and other deseasea.

est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick Particulars call at
•tore cor. Eighth * Kish streets,Holland, Mich. 17
H.

approaching its close.

I would
somewhat. Without

skillfully,snd

of boots, therefore,this first of living

shoes and clothing, 64 and 66 Canal atreet,

necessary tools to move, raise or lower cent,
fOWARD, M. D„ Claim Agent, Attorney and
buildings at short notice. He is also preL Notary Pnblle; River street.

to.

all the other

elevate its tones
diplomatists we ever sent there. I aalute,

8 80
p.

* Mixed trains.

jp

away

tant If not to happier hunting grounds.

• •

885

20 ... Muskegon... 8 06 8 15

has long ago wandered

0

Societies.

4 15 12 40 ..GrandHaven.. 2 40 9 10 8 40

are no longer necessary nor relevant.

The wild man, along with the wild boast,

magni nominit umbra.
Y17TLM8, P. U. Manufacturerof Wooden, and medicine can stand. If yon have a Cough we
TT Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor- earnestly ask yon to try it. Price 10 eta, BOcta. and Kentucky!There is something magical looking askance In the direction of our
10th snd River streets.
$1. If yonr Lungs are sore, Chest, or Back Lame, In the very word. It possesses the meaning
hip-pocket? We may see ourselves aa
use Shiloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R.
NoUrr Publlei.
of a phrase and conjnies up before the
Meengs.
others see us in the anecdoteswhich are
mind’s eye a history,a drama, a romance,
OTEGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and
told at our expense.
#
Answer this Question.
Notary Pnblic. Conveyancing done at short
an epic. It is a synonym for prowess ; for
notice. Office at his residenceNew Holland,
Why do so many people we see around m, seem
I do not believe in what are called the
9-ly
to prefer to suffer and be made miserable by Indi- deeds of self-denyingheroism in forest,
good old times. I believe the world
gestion, Constipation,
Dizziness, Lose of Appebrake and den; on the pathless frontier;
FhyilcUii.
tite, Coming up of the Food, Yellow Skin, when
to-day is better in every respect than ever
for 75 cts„ we will sell them Shiloh’s Vitallzer, in the tented field; studded with names
I>K8T, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be guaranteedto cure them. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
It was and that It is steadily advancing in
that glorify American valor, and marking
13 found In bis office, on River street,next door
all Us conditions, and I have in my mind’s
to D. R. Meengs, drug store, on Tuesdays,ThursShilohi Catarrh Remedy.
a geography expressed in terms which
days. aud Saturday*, and the balance of the week
eye
the plctnre of a State, rich and not
A marvelous core for Catarrh, Diphtheria, Can- stir a nation’s heart. It was a Kentuckian
he will treat the Eye aud Ear at No. 182 Monroe
ker mouth, and Head Ache. With each bottle
at., Grand Rapids,
6-ly
corrupt, strong and not 111‘balanced,where
there is an Ingeniousnasal Injector for the more who placed the starry ensign of the
equal laws are Justly administered and
IT- REMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Resi- successful treatment ot these complaintswithout
IV. dence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mar- extra charge. Price 50 eta. Sold by D. R. Meengs. Republic upon those far-off heights,which society is not a perpetualcontest between
ket street. Office one door west of Van Raalte’s
separate the Atlantic and the Pacific,
boot and shoe store. Office hours from 8 a. m. to
Uncle Sum’s Nerve and Bone Liniment and gave to the Union its northwest the tramp and the millionaire.Kentucky
12 m., and from 6 p. m. to 8 p.
50-ly
may realize this ideal. We have the
is for man and beast and is a balm for territory. * * * And, finally, it was
ot’HOUTEN, F. J., Physician aud Accoucher.
geographic
position, we have the soil and
Office at Dr. Schouten’adrug store. Eighth every wound. Sold by all druggists. reserved for a Kentuckian, born amid
we
have
the
climate. It is for us the peo40 ly.
40-tf.
these alluring scenes and glorious inspiraple,
to
comprehend
the value of these,
\| ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
tions, to become a second Pater Pairs,
ivi office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,
willing
and
eager
to
turn them to acAny person with a Cough, Cold, or any
Mich. Office hoars from 10 to ii a.
26-ly.
and to lead the hosts of human freedom
count.
*
Bronchial Complaint or even in the first
and national unificationout from the long
Pb5t5gT»pmr.
Whilst always maintainingthe homogenstage of Consumption will be relieved and
night of misdirection,in which the
VI IGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer.Galeity of the American people, I have also
cured
by
Ellert’s Extract of Tor and Wild
JlL iery opposite this office.
fortunes of the country were originally
held that, in a land so various and so vast,
Cherry. It is especiallyprepared for

45

685

720 450

historyof medicine. Since it's first discoveryit
has been sold on a guarantee, a U*t which no other

Mills.) near foot of 8th atrset.

They

DOUGS OF CONGRESS.

ings of the Legislature, the Legislatureformally tender the said Senator Mahons a firm but

m.

polite invitationto go to Washington, and there
to attend to his own business.

WASHINGTON.

HOLLAND Cm. HICHIOAN.

Thi Presidenthas retimed to
tain the charges preferred*

Gea

against

WEEKLY KJWS REVIEW.

Mr. McDill introduceda bill

in

raa In public buildings. Mr.

by Gen. Wilcox

the

flojr

an attempt to take up the
Anti-Polvg&mvbill out of its regular
order. Mr. Vance made a speech deplor-

leased from arrest. . .The Coroner's jury find
that Soteldo came to his death by a shot from
his brother’s pistol
.

HORRIBLE AFFAIR.

<

for a quarter

Three Uvea were
more.

lost certainly, and perhaps

.

THE WEST.
The Chicago papers

what pur-

print

ports to be a letter sent to Mrs. Garfield by
Bcoviile,

praying forgiveness for the

assassin of the President

A light-weight

prize-fight,for $200

a aide, took place in Minnesota,across the river

from Grand Forks, Dakota. There was only

a

been done to such an extent that from an elevated position on thu line both boundariesof
the isthmus can be seen. The preliminary
operations, it is estimated,will occupy two
years and then the real work will begin.
A.
B. Meacham,well known in connection with
the Modoc outbreak, died of apoplexy in Wash.

The Minnesota grange has
resolutionsthat the new rules for

adopted
buyii^t and

grading wheat put in force by the millers cut
prices from 10 to 30 cents per bushel,and
struck a blow at every Interest in the State, and
that the remedy lies m encouraging local
buyers and in shipping wheat outside the
State.... Robinson, Kan., had k •75,000 fire
which destroyed the business portion of the
town, inclncing two hotels, the Masonic
and Odd Fellows' Halls, the postoffice,and a
dozen stores....A young lady Jumped from a
tram on the Lake Shore railroad, near Ripley,
Ohio, while it was running at the rate of thirty
miles an hour. Strange to say, she was not
hart.
.Joseph Sabertw and his wife, residing
at Evansville,Ind., were poisoned by their
daughter, who dosed their breakfast with
.

.

.

ington.

Gen. Sherman and some staff officers
are to spend tiro months in an inspection of
the Department of Texas and a visit to iho
Yosemite and San Francisco. .The Canadian
Government have, it is alleged, found an immense revenue swindling system at Marble
island, Hudson bay, in which Massachusetts
.

one round, in which John Cook knocked out
the eye of Skinny Frost.... H. O. Kenyon &
Co., of Chicago,a well-known Board of Trade
Ann, has failed.The liabilities are said to exceed a quarter of a million.

.

shippers are concerned.

A dispatch from Buenoe Ayres, dated
Jan. 24, says particular* have been received
there of thJ massacre of the inhabitantsof
Pisco by the Peruvian soldiery.Col Mas, with
600 troops from lea, attacked Villa vacencio,
rented hun, and with the aid of his men proceeded tosack Pisco. . A thousand pipes of wine
were distributed among the men, who burned
the booses and murdered the inhabitants.
Pour hundred foreigners attemptedto resist and
were cut to pieces, 800 being killed including the
French Consul The total number of victims
was 1,000. It is said Col Mas has since been
shot by Garcia Calderon's troops. Pisco river
flows into the Pacific 130 miles sonth of Lima,
and the town of Pisco is situated at the mouth

of the stream.

The

enow- storm s

in Nova Scotia and

Cape Breton during February have not been

arsenic.

Mm. Garfield

acknowledges the re-

ceipt of a letter from Mrs. Bcoviile,and authorizesthe sUtemeut that she cherishesno
malice toward Guiteau, and feels profound
pity for his sister and other members of bis
family, but asks to be let alone with her sorrow.-

Frederick May, of Bennett dueling
pomp at San Francisco to Miis Coleman, a niece of W. 8.
fame, was married with great

O'Brien, the lately deceased bonanza king.

mile square has

slice half a

fallen

Colombia, Texas, was

of

many places.

FOREIGN.
The Shah

of Persia baa granted a

French company the right to construct a

rail-

road in his dominions from Teheran, the capital to Resho. They are to pay a heavy sum on
the completion of the road, and a rental of
55,000 francs a year for sixty years.

fernal machines were deliveredat two places,

from the peak of Bald mountain,In North Carolina, to the fertile valley below.

The town

equaled in intensity for many years. Snow
banks twenty-five feet high are met with in

In Edinburgh, boxes containing in-

THE SOUTH.
A

inundated from the Brazos river. The inhab-

UanU gathered in the churches and supplied
with food bv boats.... The death of Bishop

additional news.

fair eity. Dezth^n its mod frightful shape
Jersey delegation, hu laid low nearly a score of our people, and
without regard to party, hu united in asking nany more have been wounded. The entire
dty is in mourning. Following dose upon the
President Arthur to review the findings of the
court in the Fitz John Porter case, and restore destruction of tbe military academy— a severe
him to the army.. .A Washingtoncorrespon’ loss of * itself to our community—came
dent says that Guiteau’l egotism remainsas grea t
alarm of fire from Jackson’s fireas ever, and he cannot bear the idea of being
works
and magazine. This was in the old
classed with common criminals, for, to use his
language, he is the most iipportant prisoner Porter mansion,on Second street and tbe river
ever confined in a prison, and should be front Prof. Jackson had occupiedit for the
allowed liberties accordingly.... The Grand put five or six years. He employedeight or
Jury, at Washington, returned indictments ten hands, and wu running the place to its

The

New

entire

fullestcapacity in order to supply his large
trade. At 7:30 the alahn of fire was sounded.
In five minutes after the alarm, the fire department wu throwing water on the building.

A

terriflo explosion shook the dty. The
noise reverberatedthroughout the country as

u the Jersey shore. . A mass of flame shot
nigh into the sir, and the fragments of the
budding were hurled about. A quantity of
far

gunpowder had exploded. It was then felt
that the danger
over, and the firemen approached the flames until within reaching distance without apprehension. A large crowd of
citizens gathered. At the time when the dtigens were sure that tolerable control bad been

wu

secured and the danger wu passed, another
explosion, more fearful than the first, gave a
terrific shock to the
# , ...
Tbe scene was horrible and so awfnl that it
is impossible to describeit The crowd of
firemen were scattered in all directions,
many of them with their bodies mangled
beyond recognition. Some were so badly
torn that it wu impossibleto tell what part
of the body the shreds of flesh were torn
from. On tne spectators the effectwas scarcely
less disastrous. Many of them were killed,
many were wounded.. Those who were not
rushed through the dty spreading the nows.
Almost instantly thousands of people, stricken
with terror, poured from adjoining streetsto
the rcene of the disaster. The news wu
quickly spread to the country,and hundreds of
people came from there. The cries of women
and children, who had lost husbands and fathers in the calamity, and the wild inquiriesof
others,added to the terribleeffect of the
masses of bloody corpses and wounded. All
the physicians in the city and the priests and
pastors were on the spot in a short time to
disposeof the dead and to assist the wounded.
The nearest house was about a huodred yards
away. Many of the sufferers were taken there,
and every other house in the vicinitywas
from the jury-box. Mr. Sherman thought it
The text of the Apportionmentbill, as it thrown open, and kindly hands mini ate rod to
was nearly time for a revelation against polygrelief of tho victims. Wagons were hastily
amy. By a party vote, it was agreed that not passed the House at Was Lung ton, is as fol- the
transformed into ambulances, and everything
more than three of the Commissionersto lows :
that could be done was done fo mitigate the
be selectedshall belong to the same
Be U enacted, etc., That after the 3d of
politicalorganization.
bill was March, 1883, tbe Hoimo of Representatives horror. In a little time a rumor got abroad
then passed
unanimous vote. shall be compoeed of 325 members, to be apIn the House of Representatives,
a bill was portioned among the several States as folparsed granting Mrs. Garfielda pension of lows :
,
Alter the explosion Die ground was covered
•5,000 per annum. Bills were favorably re- Alabama ........... .... 8 Mlwlfslppl ...... . ..... 7
with victims, some killed,some seriously
Arkama*.
......
.......
6
Missouri
...............
14
ported to regulate the collection of tax on
wounded and some badly hurt. Dead bodies
weiss beer, to admit Dakota as a State, to pro- California .............. G Nebraska ..............8
Colorado ...............1 Nevada ................1 of men lay coiled on the ground while others
vide additionaltraining schools for Indian
Connecticut............ 4 New Hampshire ........ 2 labored in the agonies of death. A number,
youth, to erect public buildings at Columbus, Delaware ............... 1 New Jer»ey ............7
writhing in their blood, moaned and groaned
Erie, and Leavenworth, and to fix the F.onda ................2 New York .............. 35
piteously for help. Mauy lay insensible
term of internal revenue Collectors at Georgia ................ 10;North Carolina.........9
their sni roundings,
others,
four years. The Apportionmentbill was Illinois ...............»l|Onio.................... 21 bruised and bleeding, groped their way from the
1
taken up. Mr. Seaton's method was defeated Indiana ................ 13 Oregon .................
Iowa ................... 11 Pennsylvania ..........28 scene of the terribleaccident The scene begby 9 to 148, and a resolutionwas passed that
Kansas ................. 7 Kbode Island ........... 2 gars description.People prayed in the open
the basis of division shall be that used in the Ke. lucky .............11 South Carolina ......... 7
streets, and the shrieks of the dying were apForty-sixth Congress.Mr. Anderson’s amend- Louisiana .............. 6 Tennessee. ............. 10
palling. The tire was abandoned,and evervment to fix the number of Representativesat Maine .................. 4 Tex»a ..........
11
boily in condition to do so turned attentionto
6 Vermont ............... 2
825 was adopted by 162 to 104. After an un- Maryland ...........
alleviating the distress.Houses in the vicinity
seemly wrangle it was discovered that no quo- Mapsachueetta.......... 12 Virginia. ............... 10 of the explosionwere converted into hospitals
Michigan ............... 11 Woet Virginia .......... 4
rum was present
and the wounded removed thereto.

and eight persons were injured by the explosion. A mason named Gastello lias been arrested for the outrages.

Russian Jews in a village near Kichinef were attacked by peasants, ten of the
former being nearly beaten to death. A Vienna

by a

earth.

The

.

Mr. Kellogg introduceda

bill

in the Senate,

on the 17th, to appropriate•1,775,000for public

buildings and other improvements in Louisi-

ans, •800,000of which is for the water front

New Orleans. At the request of Mr. Logan,
who is senooslyindisposed,an executive swsion was held at an earlierhoar than usual
Col Rochester was confirmed as Paymaster
General of the army, Edward Ferguson
of

to be Pension Agent at Milwaukee, and Marsden C. Burch to be District Attorney for
Western Michigan.The Presidentsent in the
nomiuatiou of Wakefield C. Frye, of Maine, to
be Consul General at Halifax. The new Electoral Apportionment bill, fixing the number of

Representativesin Congressafter March 3,
1883, at 325, passed the House withouta division. Representativesaccorded to any State
which may hereafter be admitted will be in addition to the number thus providedfor. Where
an increase of Representativesis given by the
bill to any State the additionalmember or
members may be elected by the State at large,
and where there is a decrease the whole number to which the State is entitled may be so
chosen, unless the State Legislaturesshall
otherwise provide before the time fixed by law
for the next election.Memorials against polygamy in Utah and Jewish maltreatment in Russia were presented. In committee of the
whole, a bill to restore Thomas Little to a Captaincy in the army was defeated. Mr. Valentino reported the AgriculturalAppropriation
bill, which calls for •302,480. A message from
the Presidentwas presented,transmitting
further documents in regard to the war in South
America. A long report on the stains of Indian Territorywas transmitted to Congress

and

on

men

,

m

in

.

of

Minnesota.............. 5 Wisconsin .......... .'. .. 9
Sec. 2. That whenever a new State is admitted to the Union tbe Representativeor Representativesassigned it shall be in addition to
the number of 325.
Sec. 3. That in each State entitled under this

apportionment the number of Representatives
to which snch State may be entitled in the Forty eighth and each subscqnent Congress shall
be elected by districtscomposedof contiguous
territory,and containingas nearly as may be an
equal number of inbabitints,and equal in
number to the Itepresiffitstivesto wh'icn such
State may be entiiled in Congress, no one district electingmore than one Representative ;
providedthat, unless the Legislatureof such
State shall otherwise provide, before the election of snch Representatives
shall take place, as
provided by law, where no change shall
be hereby made in tbe representation of
a State, tbe Representativesthereof to the
Forty-eighthCongress shall be elected therein
as now provided by law. If the number as
hereby proviaed for bail be larger than it wu^
before this change, then an additionalRepresentative or Representativesallowed to said
State under this apportionment may be elected
by the State at large, and the other Representativesto which the State is entitled by

correspondentasserts that in seven impor'ant
Wightman, of the M E. Church South, is an- towns no less than 250 women were outraged
by Jew-baiters. At Odessa petroleum was
nounced.
A fire, which originated at the cor- poured on a Hebrew's bead and set on fire. ....
The Pope has addresseda letter to the Italian by the Secretary of the Interior. It
ner of Third and Main streets, Louisville,deBishops instructing them to encourage Catholic asserts that there are no lands open to settlesocietiesamong the laity, to developthe Cath- ment or entry, the tracts In the Territoryto
stroyed the candy factory of Bhrman A Co. and
damaged the carrot stock of W. H. McKnight, olic press, and to advocate boldly the tem- which the Government holds title being
poral independenceof the Holy See ..... served by treaty stipulations.A proposition
the loss being •100, 000.... The caterpillardeA French tribunalgave Judgment against that the criminal laws of tne United States be
stroyed 300,000 bales of cotton last year.
Emile Zola for using the name of a real per- extended over their lauds has been made to the
A dispatch to the Chicago Tribune, sonage in one of his novels.. ..Mr. Parnell's Indian delegationnow in Washington and will
from Westover,Md , announces the marriage spring plowing on bis farm at Avondale, evidentlymeet their approval
County Wicklow, was done by farmer-tenants
The Senate held no session on the 18th. The
of Ella Shores, aged li, to Howard E. White,
of the neighborhood.
House took np the Immediate-Deficiencybill
aged 16. The inteiest attaching to this cereA terrible collieryexplosion occurred
mony will be apparent when it is stated that
which appropriates•1,822,983. Mr. Singleton
the girl was the divorced wife of her stepat Trindom Grange, Durham, England. It is
resented chargee of extravagancebrought
father, Sidney Shores, aged 45, to whom she
believed the loss of life will reach nearly 100.
against the PrintingCommittee of the last Conwas married when a child 12 years old.
Mb. Gladstone is to have the Irish
In regard to the clause for additional
An expedition commanded by the questionbronght right under his nose, a firm grest*.
vaults in the treasuries, Mr. Hewitt characterGovernor of Virginia sailed into the Rap- of London publishershaving contractedfor a ized the silver dollar as a fraud, while Messrs.
pahannock
surprised seven con- regular weekly supply of one of the tabooed Stephens and Marsh declared it the true unit
of value. The bill passed by 155 to 26.
traband oyster boats. Foot howitzers Nationalist journals, which they will dispose of
were trained
the thieves, and in England. If the Government seizes the Mr. Hale made a favorable report in the SenGov. Cameron demanded their sur- publications the publisherswill appeal to the
ate, Feb. 20, on the House Apportionment bill,
render in the pama of the Commonwealth. courts.
Six of the vessels were at once offered as
but objection to its immediate consideration
prizes, but twelve desperadoes on the other
was made. Mr. Sannders introduceda bill to
Lemonade.
boat hauled anchor and attempted to pass out,
improve the navigation of the Missouririver,
only givu* up when they saw shottedguns
There may be poison in a glass of ana Mr. Wmdom a measure for the erection
trained upon them. The vessels are
worth 120,000 beside their cargoes, lemonade if it is made in a tin vessel. of a public uuildiug at Dulmh. Mr. Call
and sixty-one
were captured.... The following extract sonnds a timely offered a resolution favoring a congress
of representativesof the American repubA feud growing out of a trivial drcumitanoe warning:
lics to settle the controversy between Chili
developed Into a fearful tragedyat Centerville,
Lemonade, even when made from and Pern. Mr. Logan called np the bill to
Texas. Two negroeshad some words with the
lemons, in a tin vessel with soldered place Gen. Grant on the retired list, favorim
child of a white man named Lyle, v.ho seized
his shotgun and lay in ambnah along the road- joints, or in a galvanized iron vessel, the measure on its merits. Mr. Vest objectei
side, and when the colored men with their will take np the lead from the one. or that Grant was rich and the precedent would
wives rode past in s wagon he fired on them,
the zinc from the other. A salt is then be a bad one. Mr. Butter said Grant bad not
asked for retirement, and would reau no uonor
killingboth men and mortally wounding the
formed which is very unwholesome,and
by the measure. Mr. Logan replied that the
two women.
when taken continually,or in large act would be appreeiaiedby the beneficiary,
POLITICAL.
quantities, absolutely poisonous.
and the bill would soon be pressed' to a
The injuriousaction is considerably vote. In the House Mr. Hewitt, rose to a quesAt last the dead-lock has been broken
increased if citric or tartaric adds are tion of privilege to announce that the Ule of
at Albany, the Tammanyites joining with the
his name in connectionwith the Peruvian com
used instead of lemons in making the ] tany was entirely unauthorized. A bill w
Republicansto defeat the Tildea men.
lemonade.
Oonseonently
the use of such
In the Virginia Senate, at Richmond,
passed to authorize the loan of tents for
vessels for lemonade should be avoided, soldiers'reunion at Grand Island, Neb. Bilb
on the 16th, |lr. Newberry offered a resolution
especially if the. contentsare allowed to were introduced> To provide for the redempthat, as the Legislature of Virginia, when
tion of .detaoed silver coins at face value ;
elected, was undoubtedly believed by the peo- atimd for any length of time.
An overdose of any of these acids is for the construction of a bridge ‘across
pie of the State fully competent to do the teisthe Mississippinear
Louis
to
kttve work of the commonwealth,and as Sen- bad, and they are worse when taken
force the use of materialfrom the same State
ator Mahono had been elected to go to Wash- the form of lemonade. Nothing would
in the constructionof public buildings at any
ing on, to set there sa Senator for the State,
be likely to give the cholera quicker than point, and to transfer to a Philadelphiaassociinstead of doing which he was spending his
ation 100 condemned cannon for an equestrian
limn
interfering with the proceed- a iticoeswonof those drinks.
l

KilMaff Sixteen and

a

.

.

Fa*

Csnsno, Pa, Feb. 17.

.

Mrs.

Chester,

Wonnilnf Seventy Persons.
This is the bladtest day is the history of our

ing the high-protective
poliev of the Government a# retarding the growth of the South.
Among the nominations sent to the Senate by
EAST.
Secretary Hunt brought about a con- PresidentArthur were those of John 0. New,
.
The Chinese professor at Harvard ference at his office of the naval committees of of Indians,to be AssistantSecretary of the
Treasury
; E. H. Novin. Jr., to be Surveyor of
Univertity died at Cambridge of pneumonia.
both booses,three Admirals and other officers
Customs at Philadelphia; Motes M. Drew, to
At a meeting in Philadelphiato make of distinction. Chairman Harris, of the be Marshal for California : and H. M. Van
House committee, urged the Immediate conAnnan, of Ban Francisco, to be SecproTision for Jewiah refugee*, •5,000 wae sub- structionof seven vessels, at a cost of •10,retary of the Territory of Arizona.
cribed ..... John E. MoDonouah, the actor,
000,000, two of them to be of the largest and
In the House, Mr. Willetts reported a bill to predied at Philadelphia, in the 68th year of hi*
fastest type. Admiral Porter gave a hearty invent polygamirtsfrom holding oivil office in the
dorsement to the plan.
age.
againstthe following star-routeconspirators :
Territories or serving as Delegatesin Congress.
Five hundbid Hungarianfl who arThb Commissioner of Internal Reve- Mr. Orth made. an adverse report on the Ex-AssistantPostmaster General Thomas J.
Brady ; Ex*SenatorStephen A. Dorsey ; John
rived at Boston by ateaiper were vaccinatedby
nue recommendsthat a tax be placed on oleo- insolation of Mr. Robinson calling on the At- W. Dorsey, brother of the Senator : W. H.
torney General for an opinion as to
the quarentinephysicians, much to the disgust margarine, glucose and cider champagne....
the suspension of the wnt of habeas Tamer, formerlyclerk in the Postofflce Deand in spite of the redstanoe of the Magyars. President Arthur had thirty-seven guests at bis
corpus in Great Britain. The Apportionment partment ; John R. Miner and Henry M. Yaile,
....Hon. Joseph E. Sheffield,projector of the first State dinner. The White House was ra- bill was taken np, and Mr. Oates argued in of the firm of Miner, Valle A Co.; J. L. SanNew Haven and Northampton railway and diant with flowers....Colored jnbileelingers favor of fixing the number of Representatives derson ; J. M. Peck, of the Dorsey firm. The
were denied admissionat every hotel in Washfounder of the Yale SheffieldScientificSchool,
at 250. Mr. Herbert desired to speak on the last named (Peck) is said to have died recently.
ington.
died after a long illness. He was born in 1797,
question,bat the confusion in the hall preMayor Harrison has issued to the
and leaves an estate valued at •2.000,000....
vented his being heard, and the House adGENERAL.
Chief of Police of Chicago orders to close the
Enos Sylvester, of Providence,R. L, under the
journed.
gambling-booses,
to prosecute thieves and
hallucination that Cod had commanded him to
Advices from Salines, Mexico, state
Mr. Jackson introduceda bill hi the Senate confidence operatorsunder the Vagrancyact.
do so, built a pyre of wood in his house, saturthat
an
old
man
named
Allen,
a
sub-contractor
ated it with oU, bound his infant son, and
on the 15th appropriating•156,000 to make and to see that pawnbrokerskeep an accurate
placed the child upon the pyre, while he himon the Sunset road, Charles Bowers, a blackgood the loss sustained at the hands of Fed- record of property received. The Mayor exself knelt down to offer np a prayer for bleatsmith, and Fred Douglass, a cook, were murplains that the abandonmentof his former
eral troops* la 1864, by the Methodist booking on the intended sacrifice. Just before appolicy is due to attacks by the press.
dered in their camp. They had receivedtheir
plying the match to the pile, he was discovered,
house at Nashville. A resolution was passed
money, and were returning to Texas.
The Newoomb-BuchananDistilling
to providemessengers for seven leading comand arrested before he oould strike the match.
mittees
at
|1,400
per
year.
The
AntiCompany,
of Louisville, the largestestablishThe
steamship
Bahama
was
lost
on
Mabcus P. Mobton, an attorney of
polygamy bill was debated for two hoars. ment of the kind in the world, has filed an asher
trip
from
Porto
Rico
to
New
York.
TwenTroy, N. Y., purchased of one Baby a patent
The report of the commission on the cattle
oeveringa valve used on all cylinder steam fire- ty-fivepersons were drowned, and thirteen es- plague was sent to the Senate by the Secretary signment to J. M. Atherton.Its liabilities are
caped in a small boat and were picsed np and of the Treasury. It shows that no lang disease estimated at •!, 200,000, and its assets at
engines. He has forced the city of Troy to pay
•2.500,000, including 120,000 barrels of whisky
brought to New York by the Glenmorag.
existsin the westerncenters of live-stock traffic.
him •53,000 royalty, and Ben Bn tier is pushing
in bond. Its expenses were •6,000 per day,
Four
Dutch
cows
imported
into
MassachuThe iron steamer Onoko, which was
his cliim against Boston for •500,000. All the
setts bronght a plague) which was erad- and its production 304 barrelsevery twentychief oitiesin the countrywill be called upon to
launched at Cleveland is the largest on the icated im six years at a cost of 077,000. four hours.
settle. . .Citirenaof Long Branch report having
In the House
bill was introduced
Thb will of Joseph E. Sheffield, of
seen a fish forty feet long, with a wide head lakes, having a length of over 300 feet, and a
by the Committeeon Agriculturemaking the
capacity
of
100,000
bushels
of
com.
She
will
armed with stout horns.
New
Haven, gives the scientificschool his manDepartmentof Agriculturean executive decost about 1225,000.
Eighty- two ahoe and leather firms,
partment of the Government,greatly* extend- sion and grounds on the death of his wife and
The Panama correspondent of the ing its powers and duties, and providingfor a son, 'as also one-seventhof his estate, which is
representing at least •2,500,000, were wiped out
New York Herald sends that paper the results Secretary of Agriculturewho shall receive the estimated at from 17,000,000 to 110,000,000.
by fife in Haverhill, Mass. More than 2,000
Nearly 300 women confined in the
of an interview with M. Hersent, who is same Bafanr as is paid to chiefs of other execupeople are thrown out of work, and the indirect
tive departments.Tha Appropriationbill was
charged with the preliminaryworks on the
prison just outside of Montreal made a desperloss amounts to at least •500,000 more. Haverdiscussedin the Houae.
canal The works proper— that is, digging,
hill is thirty-two miles north of Boston, and has
ate attempt to escape, and were only supThe United State* Senate took up the anti- pressedby vigorous blows from the clubs of
an annniJ shoe business of over •10,000,000,
excavation, etc.— have^ not yot commenced.
and there are also woolen goods and hat facto- Everythingthus far is preliminary. Laiior polygamy bill on the 16th. Mr. Vest denounced the police.
ries. The fire was confined to the shoe quar- has been devoted to clearing away the forests
it u a bill of attainder. Mr. Pendleton objected
ters. One hundred and two shoe manufact- and jungles on either side the proposed
The ApportionmentBill.
urers were burned out, and over 300 firm*. route
of
mile back. This has to the feature excluding known polygamists
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A Fireworks Factory Explodes at

demnity fund.

of

Edmunds was

defeated ~ in~

Carr, and the latterhas been re-

m

Senate,

on tbs 14th, appropriating•lOO/WO for
purchase of governors to regulate the

enter-

statue of PresidentGarfield.A bill was passed
to refund duties paid on certain copies of the
revised Testament,
also one to promote the
efficiency of the life-savingservice, and another to refond to Japan fl, 770,840 of the in-

St

;

districts,

such

State

as now

proscribedby law

in

; and if the number hereby pro-

Six

and

men

Killed by an Explosion art
Atlanta, Ga«
Atlanta, Ga., Feb.

17.

This morning, five minutes before going to

work, the boiler of the Georgia car works, located at Oartersville,four miles from Atlanta,

on the Western and Atlantic railway, exploded
with terribleeffect, killingsix men and wounding a number of others, some of whom will
die, beside tearing the greater portion of
the building to pieces. Tbe killed are

Lawrence Choice, Matt Bowman, Hand Hammond, David Richardson, Richard Patterson
and Sam Davis, all colored. Ellis Lawe and
Henry Hickson are fatally wonnded, and are
expected to die at any moment Ed L. Hand,
the engineer, was turningon steam at the time
of the explosion, and so badly injured that he
will die. C. E. Lucas, superintendent, of
alcepine-carnotoriety, he being the inventor
of the Lucas sleeping-car, was roughlv bnt not
dangerously handled. Five or six others were
mjnred by broken ribs and other painful bat
not serions wounds. When the boiler exploded
tbe Range showed only eighty pounds of steam,
and the men were gathered about the boiler
wailing preparatoryto commencingwork.

vided for shall in any State be less
than it was before tbe change hereby made,
then tbe whole number to such State hereby

THE MARKETS.

provided for ahall be electedat large, junless
NEW YORK.
tbe Legislatarei
of said States have provided
or (ball otherwise provide before the time Beevxs ...........................
fixed by law for the next election of Representatives therein. All sots and parts of sets in- Cotton ...........................
Flour— Superfine................
consistent herewith are hereby repealed.

Disastrous Floods.
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spread area and disastrouseffects swept over
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ary and ending about tbe 22<l The storm, it
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seems, began away out in Texas, and moved
.
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countryas it progressed. At St. Louis we hoar
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the first serious results of tho deluge.
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For nearly forty hours it poured down a steady Corn— Na 2 ...................... 57
58
torrent, the rain-iallin that time reaching the Oats—No. 2 ......................
80
Rye—
No.
2
.......................
extraordinary averageof seven inches. All tbe
3 l 00
water feeders of the Mississippi, in a largd re- Baulky— No. 2. ...................
Bo 1 teh— Choice Creamery ........
47
gion of which St. Louis formed tbe center,
Eons— Fresh ...................... 16
17
wtre soon nwing torrents, and tho Father oi Pork— Men ......................
317 75
Waters Itself
swa’I Laud ..............................
11
its
astonishing rate.
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1
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For tweniy-fonrhours
great river
48
rose at the extraordinaryrapidity of six inches Conn— No. 2... .................... #7
40
au hour. The levee was covered with large Oats—No. 2 ........................89
Rye— No. 1 ........................ 84
8S
piles oljmercbaudise,
and all the available help Barley— No. 2. .................... 88
89
m tbe city was called thither to remove the Pork— Mess ......... . ............17 60 317 75
goods from tho threatened danger, but with Lard ............. ...............
fcT. LOUIS.
only partial success. A largo amouut of meichanaisewas swamped by tne waters and either Whtat— No. 1 Bed ••••••••••
CoRN-Mixed
*••••••••••
•••••••<
55
swept away or seriously damaged. The loss will
(4 42
Oats—
amount to many thoaxands of dollars.
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••• • • • •
At Cincinnatiand Lonisvillo similarscenes Pork— Mess..
....17 75 318 00
were witnessedand Similar losses are recoided.
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short time, sweeping sway hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth of • property, «ud business of every kind was completelyparalyzedfor
tbe time being. At Cincinnati all the rolling mills
and foundries stopped work, and nearly all the
ItKiurieslocated near the river. In the foundries the damage iq very serious, for the reason
that it will require a't least s xty days to dry

out tbe molding floors and get them
into proper condition for use again.
Througnout Missouri, Central Illinois and
Central and Sonthern Indiana the disastrous
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effectsof the storm were felti All the rivers, Bailky (per cental) ................2 00 3 2
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creeks and rivulets were flooded, and, spread- Pork— Meet. .....
INDIANAPOLIS.
ing over the adjacent country, swept away
WrKat— No. 2 Red. ..........
1 29 3 1
fences, and damaged tbe growiug wheat The
Cork— No. 2 ......... ........ ..... 58 (4
loarcs throughout ttae West will reach into tbe Oats.
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millions.
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MICHIGAN NEWS.

and Marquette railroad has made marke
GEMS OF THOUGHT.
for large amounts of primary sohoo
Cheboygan claims to be an excellent lands in the Upper Peninsula.
All romances end at marriage.
point Cor a pulp-mill.
Steps should be taken to restore to
few days.
Wisdom lies in moderating mere imthe
market
the
lands
heretofore
with
A NEW postofficehas been established
pressions.
held
for
the
Menominee
River
Rail
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
The following incident isieiated by at Popple, in Huron county.
road Company, and not earned by the
I assert that curiosity if not the moManistee manufacturesmore shinthe Chieago JVetci as occurring at the
company.
nopoly of sex.— JboqtrinMiller.
gles than any other place in the world.
The CongresaionalLibrary, according noon prayer meeting at Farwell Hall/ta
There now remains of the swamp land
There is a loquacitywhich tells nothMrs. E. O. Sawyer, of Battle Creek, grant subject to entry and to be applied
ing, aud there is a silence which tells
to the Librarian’s report, numbers 420,- that city: Neatly a dozen re^u^ats Tor
was nearly choked to death by a crumb on lands earned on rood contracts, for
much.
092 volumes, as against 396,788 volumes prayer were read by J. W. Dean. Two of bread.
which lands have not been reserved, 826,Ip the poor moH cannot always get
were from young men in financial diffia year ago.
Arrangements are being made at 763.26 acres.
meat, the rich man cannot always diculty. A man who had made several Greenville for a State sanitary convenThere have been issued during the gest it.
The three famous Washburn e brothyear 155 homestead licenses, covering
attempts to get the floor finally succeed- tion, to begin April II.
It seems that beauty is part of the
rs are at Eureka Springs, Ark.-— Israel,
Eleven stores and aeten dwellings at 10,612.29 acres— a marked decreasefrom finishedlanguage by which goodness
ed, and said he believed in directanswers
of Maine; Elihu B., o! Illinois,and
previous years. There have been patto prayer. One night he didn’t know Bellevue were swept away By fire, the ented to homesteaders during the same npeaks.
Cadwalader 0., of Wisconsin.
loss aggregating $50,000.
where his breakfastwas coming from.
period 10,471.28acres— a large increase The creed of the true saint is to make
Albert Bradley, a Homer- youth of
the best of life, and make the most of it.
Tax Pennsylvania Railroad Company, He kneeled down and prayed, and before 14, who is the heir presumptive to much over previousyears. There now stands —Chapin.
licensed tohomesteaders104, 634.55 acres.
in order to curtail the number Of free leaving his room the idea struck him to wealth, has been sent to the Reform
Half the pleasureof a feeling lies in
The gross receipts of the office for the
School.
passes over their road, will hereafter ask his landlady for some money. He
past five years are as follows: 1877, being able to express it on the spur of
Mrs. Moses Jerome, of Evart, while $167,130.85; 1878, $231,878.05; 1879, the moment.
charge employes at the rate of one-half did it, and she said “ Certauily.” This
dressing the arm of her little girl who $246,257.28; 1880, $287,919.93 ; 1881.
Don’t assume the attitude of sayinff—
he
considered
a
direct
answer
to
prayer,
cent a mile.
was vaccinated,accidentallyvaccinated $325,674.57. There are now employea see how clever I am, and what fun
as his landlady was the last person in herself in the cheek.
in the office eight clerks, a reductionof everybody else is !
One line of Chicago street cars is pro- the world he would reasonably have exElizadeth Moran, of Detroit, was eight during the Commissioner’s term of
They that can give up essential liberty
pelled by an endless cable, revolving pected to get money of.
awarded damages of $11,175 against the office. Notwithstanding the increase in to obtain a little temporary safety dearound a large cylinder driven by a
Lake Shore road for the loss of her hus- the ousiness of the departmentno diffi serves neither liberty nor safety.
Singular as it may appear, the immi- band by being crushed between cars.
culty is experienced in properly transsteam engine. The cable is always in
Great ideas travel slowly, and for
motion, a “ grip ” being let fall from the gration to this country from the British
Muskegon Mail: The high prices ex- acting it with a reduced force. In addi- a time noieslesaly. as tbs gods whose
tion to this, the clerical work of the feet were shod
Garfield.
car, which seizes the cable, and the islands is undergoing great changes, pected for lumber this spring, and the
State .Road Department is now done by
abundant
fruit
crop
promised
fn
this
Love
IsmMtarof
all arts,
and,
while
the
number
from
Ireland
is
cor is dragged on until it is necessary
, And puta into human hearta
section, all point to the fact that Muske- a clerk detailed from this department.
The itrangeat thing! to aar and do.
to stop, when the “ grip ” is relaxed and decreasing, the exodus from England, gon will have the biggest business l>oom
—H. W. Longfellow.
Health la RUchlf an*
Scotland and Wales is increasing. Dur- she ever hod the coming season.
the car stops.
That
indifference to fate which,
Reports
to the State Board of Health,
ing December the number of immigrants
Gov. Jerome has promised citizens of
Undoubtedly New York has “the from England, Scotland and Wales was Detroit that he would call the attention Lansing, by fifty-fiveobservers of dis- though it often makes a villain of a man,
is the basis of his sublimity when it
finest police force in the world.” One 5,181, while thf number from Ireland of the Legislature . to the necessityof eases in differentparts of the State, show does not
of them arresteda boy for walking on was 2,011. For the six months ending the passage of an enabling act giving the causes of sickness during the week endReflect upon your present blessings—
the grass in Central Park, and, when Dec. 31 the Emerald isle sent us 27,077, city power to enforce the collection of ing Feb. 11, 1882, as follows
of which every man has many— not on
paving assessments,in case there is an
your past misfortunes of which all men
the Justice inquired how the culprit while from the other islands 52,727 opportunity for the Legislatureto act.
Number and Per have some.
Cent, of Obtervcould walk on the grass with six inches persons came. The apparent reasons
Except when locomotivesrun off the
ert by Whom
Every man’s work, pursued steadily,
of snow on the ground, protested that for this are the large investments made track into a house by the side of it, Dwatt* in Order of OreaUel Each DiteaM Wat
tends to become an end in itself, and
Area
of Prevaletic*.
Reported.
“his footprints spoiled the appearance in this country by the English and thev are not often employed in moving
goes to bridge over the loveless chasms
buildings, but a building used by Jas.
of his life.
of the snow !”
Scotch, and the increase of silver and Shearer, in Bay City, was put on rollers
Look on thti beautiful world and read the truth
1 Consumption,of lungs ......
In her fair page; aee every seaaon brings
Bronchitta....................
Daniel Webster’s birthplace is a gold mining and reducing enterprises the other day, a freight engine atNew change to her of everlaatlngyouth.
Pneumonta ..................
tha. form an important industry in tached, and removed to its place of desfarm near Franklin, N.
G. W.
— W. C. Bryant.
Neuralgia....................
tination.
Rheumatism.................
That
quick
sensibility which is the
Nesmith, the owner of the farm, hiS Wales. Colonization schemes in this
ConsUlUi ....................
Twenty men' surrounded a bear in a
country are being undertaken by Engroundworkof all advances towards perIntermittentfever ............
joined a movement started by the cititree near Clare. The bear, after standInfluenxa ...................
fection increases the pungency of pains
glish philanthropists and others, and ing considerable abuse, made a dash,
Diphtheria. ..................
zens of Franklin,Concord and Salisbury
and
vexations.
Remittent fever., ............
for a local Webster centennialon the extra inducements are offered those peo- when the men all ran, many dropping
Eryelpelae.....,i
............
VicE*may
be defined to be a miscaltheir axes, which they felt they bad no
ple to migrate. .
Typho-malarial fever. . ......
old place next June. A field where Danculation of chances, a mistake in estiScarlet
fever
.................
use lor just then. Then the bear left to
Diarrhea.....................
mating the value of pleasure and pains.
iel used to sit on the fence and watch
A recent Washington dispatch says attend to a business engagement in a
Tvphoid fever (enteric) ......
It is false arithmetic.
his father hoe corn will be shown to viswhooping-cough.............
concerning the alleged discrepanciesin distant swamp, and the men gathered up
Inflammation
of
bowela
......
No onb la accursed by fate,
their axes and told what they would
itors. i
Menibranoua croup ...........
No one so utterlydnnolate,
the census : There is trouble ahead in
have done if the others hadn't got in
Measles ......................
But some heart though unknown
Dysentery
...............
the
census
office
unless
they
can
explain
Responds unto his own.
Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton is 65
their way.
Cholera morbus. .............
-U. W. lAM«fe\hw.
years of age. She wears her snow-white some very disagreeable things which
Inflammation
of
brain
.......
Jacob Woodman, a farmer of UnionWe are members of one great body.
Cerebro-apinalmeulngitia.
hair arranged in little puffs on each side have recently come to light in connec- ville, Tuscola county, had eighteen sheep,
Nature has made us relatives when it
Puerperal fever ..............
Spasmodiccroup ...........
of her forehead,with a band of lilac tion with the same. The most glaring er- valued at $200, stolen from his place.
begat us from the same materials and
Ho
traced them to Bay City where the 26 Laryngitis.
for the same destines.
rors
have
been
discovered,
and
equally
satin tied behind them, dresses neatly
animals had been slaughtered and the
Beside
those
tabulated
above,
the
folShakespearesets his readers’ souls on
and becomingly, and has a matronly, glaring things done to cover them up. mutton and pelts sold to dealers in both
lowing-named diseases were reported
motherly appearance. She has reared The manufacturers’division recently re- cities. The ears which bad Woodman’s each by one regular observer : Small- fire with flashes of genitfs ; his commentators follow dose behind with bncketa
seven children; her youngest daughter is ported their results, and they gave" as mark upon them, were cut from the pox, chicken- pox, anemia, inflammation
of water putting out the flamea.
now studying mathematics in the Uni- their footings 65,000,000 more pounds pelts and hidden in the place where the of the kidneys, exudative pharyngitis
Difficulty, abnegation, martyrdom,
slaughtering took place. One of the pleurisy, pharyngitis,gastritisand
versity of Paris. Miss Susan B. Anthony of flour manufactured than the agrideath are the allurementsthat act on the
thieves was arrested.
mumps.
cultural division reported pounds of
is four years younger, but looks older.
heart of man. Kindle the inner aenial
For the week ending Feb. 11, 1882,
wheat grown., The divisionpf final re- State l.nmlk— Annual Report of Com- the reports indicate that scarlet fever life of him, yon have a flame that bnnui
inlMfloner Neaemlth*
up all lower considerations.
In his eulogy upon the late Senator sults found the contradictions and a
and tonsilitisconsiderablyincreased
Commissioner oi the State Land Office and that rheumatism, bronchitis,interI should as soon think of swimming
Carpenter, Senator Edmunds stated talk was held in regard to it Strangely
James
M.
Neasmith
is about to issue his mittent fever, diarrhea and neuralgia across Charles River when I wish to go
what was not generally known, enough the figures of the agricultural
considerablydecreased in area of prev- to Boston as of reading all my books In
that Carpenter and he were boys to- division was accepted os against the di- annual report. The following is exoriginals when I have them rendered
alence.
gether, and afterward met “when we vision of manufa3turers,and the latter tracted therefrom :
Diphtheria was reportedby 23 regular or me in my mother tongue.— A^r-

removed his

|«Il8tii 4ils |!ewi.

and in his fall he
injured his spine and survived only a
chair,
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The whole number of acres of land held
son.
were both very young and studying law had to be cut down to suit the amount
by the State Sept. 30, 1880 ............ 3,710,790.81 observers at 22 different places, scarlet
From which ehould be deducted fifteen
Men thin away into insignificance and
fever
by
14
observers
at
18
places,
and
at a small school-house situated ^in the of wheat grown. In this way the flour
acre* of Unlrerelty land heretofore
oblivion
quite as often by not making
measles
at
5
places;
20
cases
of
diph18.00
heart of the mountains, to contend report of Ohio was very considerably sold hut not carried Into the report. ...
he most of good spirits when they have
theria and 5 deaths were reported in
through a whole day and night for the reduced. So, also, were those of Indi2,710,708.81 Heath township, Allegan oonnty, Feb.
hem as by lacking good spirits when

rights of our respective clients in a very

Minnesota. The figsmall affair, before a farmer Justice of ures of Indiana were reduced 6,000,000
the Peace and a jury of six.” t
pounds. The result of the whole thing
ana, Illinois and

Number of

acre* patentedby the United
Stateeduring the year ................
400.85 14. Diphtheria and scarlet fever were
Number of acrea forfeited to the State
reported prevalent in Royal Oak, Oakduring the year ......................
7,126.27
land county, Feb. 14.
Detroitand Milwaukeerailroad lands reIn addition to the reports by one regverted to the State .................... 30,958.76

they are indispensable.

Those who have the power of

re-

proachingin silence,may find it a means
more effective than words. There are
is that confidencehas been lost in many
ular observer, as shown above, special accent# in the eye which are not on the
An actor who, being lazy and having
Total ...............................
2,758,191.69
of the returns of the Census Bureau, Sales during the year ................... 138,082.12 reports have been reoeived showing ongue, and more tales come from pale
a bad memory, insisted that all letters
small-pox present during the week end- ips than can enter an ear.
and much injury has been done the in- Number of seres held by the State Sept
and other documents which he had to
ing Feb. 11, and since, at ten other
By cultivatingan interest in a few
30,
1881 ............. v ................
2,623,109.67
terests of the millers who have proplaces, making eleven in all, as follows
read on the stage should be copied, was
Which are classifiedas follows
good books which contain the result of
duced flour. There does not seem to be
At Kalamazoo, Detroit and Marshall, the toil or the quintessenceof the genius
AgriculturalCollegelands ...............146,803.67
astonishedoce night while playing as
Feb; 4 ; in Port Huron township, Feb.
Asset
laud
...............................
390.00
any reason why the agricultural division
of some of the most gifted thinkers of
Napoleon L, at finding the dispatch he
Asylum land .............................1,800.00 5 ; in White Cloud, Newaygo county,
figures should be accepted,as those of Detroit and Mila-aukee railroad land.... 30,958.76
the world, we need not live on the marsh
was to read to his staff of Generals was
Primary-school land .....................
401,958.83 Feb. 6 ; in Kimball township, St. Clair
the division of manufacturers were ob- Salt spring land ......................... 2,195.63 county, Feb. 7; at Saginaw City (1 and in the mists. The slopes and ridges
Y a blank sheet of paper. Turning to his
invite us.
2,038,775.42 ease), Feb. 7 ; at St. Joseph, on vessel
tained from responsiblesources, and in Swampland ................
> young aide-de-camp who brought it,
University land ..........
207.16
(1 case), Feb. 11 ; at Spalding,Menommoat cases from the millers themseves.
The “Poor Rich Min*”
and who wa? the author of the trick, he
Total .............. ................. 2,628,108.57 inee countv (8 cases, white), Feb. 13;
There are some people who hava no
knitted his brow and, with a gesture of
Indian
To show the number of acres actually among the Indiiuui
A Denver reporter determined to be
reverence
except for prosperity,d&d no
Town,
near
Spalding
(16
deaths
and
6
in
market
there
should
be
deducted
the
command, said : “ Read the dispatch to
ahead and interview Alice Oates the very following items :
cases up to), Feb. 18 ; at Grand Bapids, eye for anything beyond suoo***. These
the staff, Colonel, while I look at the
night of her arrival in town. She had Land liocnaedto bomeoteadera. .......... 104,634.50 Feb. 14 ; at Parkville, St. Joseph coun- are the men who fasten on to aich folks
map.” The aide paused, became flusLaud reserved on land and ditch conso naturally, and whom the richer folk#
ty (1, convalescent),Feb. 15, 1882.
retired, but he knocked at the door in a
tracts ................................111,000.11
than themselves,always despise. These
tered, broke down and was soundly
Henry
B. Baker,
Land
reserved
to
the
Detroit,
Mackinac
very determined manner. “Who’s
are the men who, when told that the
Secretary.
and Marquette Railroad Coninauy ...... 1,326,965.34
hissed by the audience. He wished he
there?” cried Alice. “Reporter.’’ Land withdrawn for the Menominee
Lansing, Feb. 17, 1882. *
young man next them at dinner, or
hadn't.
ron Range railroad ................... 78,260.80
whom they encountered at their club,
“What you want?” “ Want interview Laud withdrawnfor the Houghton and
has recently become heir to half a milL'Anne railroad ........................69,745.97
A Cincinnatian who had insured his you.” “ Can’t to-night,” “ But I must.” Land
To Core Sheep-Killing Dogs.
withdrawnto aid In tho construclion, regard him with an interest that he
tion
of
the
Days
River
and
Bay
de
Notv
life went in swimming last summer, and
“Very important.” “Oh
The question of how to protect sheep sees througli with half an eye, and
quet State road ..... ..............
20,406.30
was token with cramps and was drowned. dear,” said Alice ; then she slid out on
from the caresses of destruotivedogs, ipeaka of elsewhere with an appropriate
712.012.16 which has so long agitated the agriculThe insurance companies refused to the floor, and, mounting a chair, talked
sneer. These men who know their own
tural
mind,
seems
to have been happily fortuitious gains to be vastly overrated:
Number
of
acres
subject
to sole Sept 30,
pay, pleading that death was not caused to the reporter through the transom.
.................................911,097.41 settled by the farmers of Hunterdon and
whose affections ruth out to meet ana
by bodily infirmities or disease, but was “Well,” said she, “what is it?”
The number of acres of land disposed Somerset counties, New Jersey. They welcome money, whose sentiments
the result of voluntary exposure to ob- “Wait,” said he, and running away he of during the year was 135,082.12, sold tried the experiment of mixing in a few awaken spontaneously toward the intervious and unnecessary dangers, and that soon came with a chair which he for $265,121.33, of which $233,632.82 goats with their sheep, and after the esting possessor* of it; these men do not
goats and sheep had affiliated for a few consider themselves at liberty to indulge
the nature and cause of death were in- mounted from the other side. Thus they was paid and $26,497.41remains due.
The number of acres of land forfeited days, they procured some dogs, regular in friendahip for any individualwho is
capable of positive proof. Judge John- gazed mournfully at each other through
st
to the State during the year for non-pay- sheep-killers, and started
them for the not richer than themselves; in conseston, however, said that it could not the narrow aperture. “ What is it, you ment of interest was 7,126.27.
folds'. The dogs, regarding the affair as quence of which, it is difficult to say
have been the intention of these compa- baA boy, that can’t wait till to-morrow? The receipts of the State Land Office a sort of picnic, went for wool and came whether they are moat despisedby those
nies, whose principal offices were located Anybody dead ?” “ I wanted to ask you on account of sales during the year and back shorn of their conceit. They who are above or those who are below
for principal,interest and penalty re- seem to run against goats in the most them in a pecuniary point of view; while
on the seaboard,to exclude its policy about the small-pox,” said he. “ What ceived
on sales made in former years, npexpected places, and were struck by the irrepressibleself-consciousness . that
holders from enjoying swimming and about it ?” “ Wanted to ask if you have lor taxes ou part-paid lands, fees, plats, the singular nature of the thing and al- they are mere Dombeys make them even
bathing, aud that the evidence showed ever had it?” “ Bless you, no ; but they irespass collections, rents of Lansing most drove into the ground by the force more distasteful to themselves than to
that death was occasioned by cramps.
hain’t got in the house, have they?4’ ots and homestead fees, amounted to of the remarks made by the goats with others.
$325,674.5?* The collections for tres- their heads, in the heat of the debate.
“ No.” “ Well, then, what do you want
pass on State lands amounted to $7,455.- Mutton, which the dogs had always reTwo distinguished men have just to inquire about it ?” “ Wanted to ask 09, and the expenses incurred on account garded as a delicacy,suddenly palled ; tfhy She Couldn’t Go Any Faster,
died in Paris from a singular cause. if you were going to be vaccinatedwhile of trespass were $2,850.18.
upon the taste and they felt coyed. No i In the bnstle attending the departure
doubt
the goats, with customary polite- of a boat from the iron pier at Coney laThe
Commissioner
reports
a
marked
Col “Adan, Director of the Institute here, and, if so, whether on the arm or
decrease during the year in depredations ness, asked their guests to pass their land, while the strong-voiced young men
Cartograpliique,
thought he had a chair like Emma Abbott, you know,
plates and have some of the mutton, were calling out, “All aboard,” a very
on State lands.
behind him, and in sitting down fell “ There 1” said Alice, “ this beats them
but the dogs did not care for mutton. fat woman approached, her reddened
with all his weight on the floor. He all. Well, you may say that I am going
They came out of the field limping on face beidewed with perspiration.Althree legs, and no word of encourage- though it was evident that she was makdied within a short time from the effects to have it put in the back of my neck.”
ment from the farmer could induce them ing the best speed she could the young
creasing the price to $5 per acre.
*ef the accident. About ten days before “Sure ?” “ Sure
“ Well, good-by.
Numerous applications have been to go back. They had been broke of men shouted to her to hurry up, or she
M. Pirson, Governor of the Banque Na» Thank you.” “ Good-by,” said Alicei made for Detroit and Milwaukee railroad Backing eggs,
would miss the bosk She suddenly
stopped and said : “ I am hurrying up
tionale, went to a dinner party at the “Come again later,” and then she said lands, the fee of which has become fully
all I can; I guess if ybu weighed 32c
Legation and sat beside the that for enterprise in searching for real vested in the State. No action has been
In 1880 there were 12,412,000 milch pout da and was laced as tight as I am,
taken,
as the law for the. disposition of cows in the United States, or 3^476,800
She rose from the table, and, news and obtainingit under difficulties,
you couldn’t get along any faster,
the lands is very defective. The Legis- more than there were 1870. The ineither.” Then she resumed her progcontinuing a conversation, resumed the Denver newspapers beat any in the lature is recommended to perfect it
crease in the ten Northwestern States in res* and missed the boat —New York
M. Pirson followed her ex- world.
Tho building of the Detroit, Mackinaw the last ten years was 63,3 per cent.
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“Stephen Guthrie, “ a serial which is
American people for hla crime. She attractingmuch attention by its rapid flow
could hardly be expected to do otherwise. of action and its life-likepictures of a
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Skitator Edmund’s anti-polygamybill ^air Confederate Among the Plnea,”by
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badgering him for with five clever page illustrations by
of his mind in the Walter Satterlee.Poems are contributed
following appropriate manner: “Why do by Rose Terry Cooke and Celia Thaxter.
you permit yourselves to be placed in the The present installment of “The Hoosier
ignominious position of coming here, School-boy” is of unusual interest,debegging favors of the government, where tailing how Jack and his friend did go to
CHICAGO, ROCK ISLiHD & PACIFIC R’T
there are thousanda ready to crowd you school, spite of all odds, and giving a
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account
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to the wall and fight you for every favor
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hero
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a
five
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that you ask? You all look intelligent.
aaa City, Council Bluffs, Leavenworth,Atchison,
Minneapolisand St. Paul. It connects In Union
Why do you not go out and learn to te prize. “The Drummer-boy,"In the Depots
with all the principal lines of road between
the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans. Its equipcome cooks, housekeepers, chambermaids, rifle-pitsbefore Petersburg,and “Donald
if you pleasd, and then you will be cer- and Dorothy,” in a novel fencing-match,
XQRgnmeeni stonon xacuiiuiuh uuan v--*-. *
man's PretUeat Palace Sleeping Cars, and the Beat
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between Chicago and Miaaouri River Pointa. Two
People will then be running after you, friends. Mrs. Clement, in her “Art Trains betweenChicago and Minneapolisand St.
Paul, via the Famous
instead of you ruoning after them, and and Artists” paper, writes of the painter
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A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Konkathe position of a respectable servant in a Titian, and a beautiful reproductionof
_ ^ ^
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Burroughs,who describes exactly how
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Coast," by Barton D. Jones, which is full

among the best that
have ever appeared in the Magazine.
"The Burning of Columbia," by 8. H. M.
Byers, who was a prisoner at that place
at the time of ita capture by the Federal

the illustrationsare

and who subsequentlycarried
the news of Sherman's advance to

forces,
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SELVIO,
Defendant.
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resiues wuoin *uc
tv-ni*. *•«
State of Ohio. On motion of Wm. h. Parks, solicitor for said complainant, It Is ordered that the
said defendant cause his appearanceto be entered
herein within fonr months and four days from the
date of this order, and in case of hit appearance
he cause his answer to the complainant’s bill of
complaintto be filed, and a copy thereofto be
served on said complainant’ssolicitor,within
twenty days after service on him of a copy of said
bill and notice of this order, and that In defanlt
thereof said hill to he taken as confessed by said
non-resident defendant.And It If farther ordered

that within twenty days the said complainant
cause a notice of this order to be published in the
Holland City Niws, a newspaper published and
circulatingIn said County, and that snch publication be continaed therein at least once In each
week for six weeks In succession,or that she cause
a copy of this order to be personallyserved on
said non-resident defendant, at least twenty days
before the time shove prescribedfor his appear
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Young Men and Women will not only saye money bat valuable time in the future by attending the
Grand Rapida BnMnese College, where they will
receive a Thorough.Quickening,ProcUcoleducation. Send for College Journal.
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Croap Instantly.
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____
___ lea from
any unnaturalgrowth of hone
or muscles
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H. Smith a •
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traces

twelfth Judicial
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Salt pending In the CircuitCourt for the county
of Ottawa, in chancery at Grand Haven on the
Ninth day of January, A. D. 1888. In this cause

Tks bat Internal and external remedy Is the
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und. Vs M a w X
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e X s w K sec. 8&-7— 15. $100.
Orln Dewey and wife to Hendrik Ties land about
18 acrea In see. 16-5—18. $750.
Wales F. Storrs and wife to Chauncylvea IX
In a a X sec. 88 — 8—14. $479.
Albert Lawton and wife to Channcey Ives 8 23-100
acres in n X • * V m*- *8-8-14. 1167.85.
Elisa B. Streeter to Channcey Ives 4x8 rods in sec.
*5-8-14. $810.
.
, t
Albert Lawton and wife to Mary A. Ives lot In
Coopers vllle.
.
Jacob Van Voorst and wife to Jocobas Boone w
X lot 14 blk 1, Zeeland.
„
which are the basis of the Gentile grievMary L. F. Eastman to Adam Wagner lot 1 blk 2
ances. It is in
certain sense an
Eastman ville. $800.
John Wagner and wife to Sieger Boerema, 80 acres
authoritative statement of the situation
In lot 8, sec. 10—7—14. $500.
from the point of view of those
are Edwin R. Sanford to James F. Hanrahan 1 85-100
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famiiar with ft, and have studied it closely. Barmina De
Feljter to A.
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- i Fei‘
* Bellman
---------* X
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In "The Copyright Negotiations,” Mr. A.
Elisa Blackford to Martin Vanstrott,*X • «X •<*.
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for almost nothing.

Circuit in Chancery.

MARY ANN

positiveand effectaalremedy for all Nervous Diseases in every atage of life— young or old,
male or female. Snch as Impotency, Prostration,
loss of Strength, loBs of Vitality, Defective MemImpaired Brain Power, and diseases from
For the
ending Feb. 2, 1882. ory,
which an unnaturalwaste of life springs, all of
which cannot fail to andermine the whole ayatem.
Every organ ia weakened, every power proatrsted,
This list includes only such as seem to
and many forma of disease are generatedwhich,
be bona fide sales, quit claims, where the If not checked, pave the way to aa early death. It
relnvenates age and relnvlgoratea yoath.
consideration is very small, not given.
, Each packagecontainssufficientfor two weeks
Nelson H. Daniels and wife to ElirabethC. Warner treatment. Write for pamphlet, which will be
.
----i 8ent free wjtj, f0|| particulars.
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blacksmith's striking (or wages.
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Mu. Or. A. Koning left for Brainerd, horses.
Minn., on Tuesday morning last
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has been passed in Oongres^

Mr. Bert Van Durcu, of Grand Rapids, > granting Mrs. Garfield a pension of |5,000
Our thanks are due to the Hon. T. W. wa8 jn
weeic visiting friend^ a year.
Ferry, for a copy of the Congressional an(j ,eielive«.
A Fireman’s and Band Tournament,
/—
1/ / Married— Mr. N. Silvius, of Grand will be held in Big Rapids this year, June
A child of Mr. Geo. Nautau, was fagpidg to Miss Anna Boot of this city, on 14th and 15th.
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insure a large audience for Tank

Kee, the general admissionwill be placed

25

cents, with a special admission of

No.

1,

in the

Neuralgia Drops,
The only medlcinea need without turning the
•tomech wrong side out. I warrant the cure of

townshipof

Holland, the school board deemed

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

7*^

of 15cPer

the fashionable colors at

OOR. OAISTAIi

tive diseases, and affections

at

/

!

value, and ladles would do well to supply tbelr wants in this line of Dress Goods

.

in school district

Goodwin.

‘

quality in black and colored at 20c Per

Mr. H. Sprik, of Grand Haven, has I List of letters remaining in the post- 15 cents for children of the public schools.
been buying horses in this locality, to office at Holland, Mich., Febr. 23, 1882: Reserved seats 85 ceuts at Breyman’s.
meet an order for twenty-four. They are B. C. Oniel, Geo. M. Barber, Miss Julia
Owing to the prevalence of the measels
to be used in the lumber camps, belonging Avery, M. S. Elwood, C. W. Lockwood,
to Capt. Ives, of

^

life.

first district,

^"Eonall pulmonary, urinary and

the prospect is that we shall have ex- Mr. Thos. Murphy, of Muskegon, is a
cel

fine

Rev. M. D. Terwilliger,Mr. Chas. D.
Wyse to Miss Ellen M. Davis, both of

I

be enjoying good health, and was us

The new

^

Bunting. Good quality, strictly all

Very

where he will take I Married — At the residence of the
York, Chicago and ibride’s mother, Feb. lllb, 1882, by the

jovial as ever.

foot of the "beautiful’’I

adorns mother earth this morning

last

'*

Black Bunting at the very low

this city, left

Capt. Bates, U. 8. Harbor Inspector 3 ..
In our Salutatory ol last week, we | recently stationedat this port, was ioVDl8C

neglected to mention one thing which

'

Wool,

^

wiBukJ}opulatiouof 160,542.

-

'

publishes

Buren counties, figure as the

!

their well-wishes for our future welfare, in a position on the

our

Wells is

-•

a plan the extremely low price of 23c.
for Congressional apportionment, in which
We have secured these goods early tt much lower
50 Allegan, Berrien, Cass, Ottawa and Van
The Allegan Journal

Rafifeneau,of this city, has
tl* schooner D. A. Wells of

started in Muskegon, with Mr. Chas.
Hilbourn,

j

that it will be the finest effort of bis

Mr. Harry
A new

evening.

Hope College and the Public Schools will pronounce his enlogy of President
| were c|09ed on Wednesday last in obGarfield next Monday. It is expected

lecture of this season.

•

.....

open on Saturday Morning, January 28, several

In Black and Colored

News

Ex-Secretary of State Jai. G. Blaine,

Kee’s lecture is not in the regular

a
-

!»'*>.

BIG BARGAINS

Soldiers’ don’t forget the meeting of
the Holland Soldiers’Union, in the

“ Stars andJStripes."

course, but will

-•

cases of the following

^

Washington’s Birthday was observed gpedmens will make Lyceum Hall a perin this city, by the usual display of the J fecj museum of curiosities.

Tank

-Tn-

town

Directory.
attended to the

.

GREAT SALE OF BUNTING

Mr. H. Boone returned home last' The man who was "driven to despair,"
Saturday, from Illinois with eighteen made his way back on foot.

dare not.

i-1

.V'v^.r'»}'’ .‘•*4 •

New' potatoes were received in Chicago

sound eense, of cour^*, In a

Is

:£

it

ad-

visable to have their spring vacation a few

The beautiful weather of the past three
The fourth lecture of the College weeks earlier than usual and have closed
weeks has disappearedand winter’s reigns
again’ ’During the first part of the week I Course, will be delivered Id Hope Church, their schools.

i

we

‘

season

— a

Ayer’s Hair Vigor restores the color
regular disagreeablesnow- o’clodL by ®ev* D* Van Pelt, of this
and stimulates the growth of the hair,
[place. Subject, "The necessityof

|tornL
The

citizens

Liberal, or College Education for Profcs-

of Grand Haven

their water

"sand,’’ which

wo

feel confident

citizens possess, and will

the

from

falling off,

and

greatly

largest elevator in

the world

.

is

,

less,

and

for the toilet it is unequalled.

.

show when

providing It ia used according to direction.

lastingperfume, its ingredients are harm-

The

. .
-our
.. .......
near the spot where the duel between

works. They lack

prevents it

increases its beauty. It has a delicate aud

have | gioual Life."

decided that they don’t want an extension

of

NEURALGIA,

received the severest storm of the 0D Tuesday evening, February 28, at 7:30

John Aulguier, the murderer,is gaining
Aaron Burr aud Alexander Hamilton was quite a reputation,at our county jail,
fought, in 1804, at the terminus of the drawing the Lord’s prayer upon card

the

opportunityarrives next April.

Is tbe only sure care for the distraction of tbe
Pin Worm, sod It also takes tbe Stomach and Tape
Worm. No physic Is necessary.Price, only 25
cents per bottle.For sale by all Durgglsts. Beware of counterfelta.

FOR SALE BTT ALL 2DR*UOOISTS.

On Monday evening next a meeting will New York, Ontario and Western Tunnel board. If he had commenced this work
some years ago It no doubt would have
be held in the First Reformed Church of | through the Palisades.
been a good thing for him.— Grand Haven
this city, for the purpose of deciding
As one of our recent real estate transthey as . congregation .ill re^
lhe g>1(j of g hiilr Courier-Journal.

.

main with tbe Reformed Church

of

’u
^

^
u

Amersection of timbered laud in Overysel town
t

IU8,ller I

meeting.

utmost capacity and

still

demand for

are unable to handsome sum of $12,210

speaks well for that

ware. This
firm and we look

forward to the time

when

supply the

.

DeceM.tyfor them

to

their

Ins

. .
Incr*^

letter

io cash,

gone down 470

received by Mr.J. Goozen,

of Zeeland, from

Camp No.

4 in

Roscom-

it will be a
..
their

GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole

. mon Co., it gives the following as * a big
present day,5 work,; ,llvdty we drawed

feet, yet

have

89 Monroe

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

St.,

Otto Breyman

no water to

-Dealer in

speak of, and are still digging. The water
now obtained has

a

taste.

In rebuildingour

new shop we have purchased
entirely new

The bids for the flour damaged on the
facilities.
Houghton Lake, a distance of four miles, steamer Wisconsin were opened last
Saturday at noon. There were bids in
We are Informed that t petition is
180.000
from parties in Chicago, Milwaukee,
circulated among tha tax psyers of school luin,3,!r’
district No. 4, township of Holland, the ls clalme‘1 ,0 ^ ,he, Ur‘e81 d,>'8 work Buffalo, Detroit, Grand Haven, and other
points. The prize was drawn by Leman,
purport of which is to oblige the school ever done 10 th>t re|t7D*
authorities to call a meeting of the citi- The following are the subjects of dis- Henry & Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., their bid
zens, in order to arrive at an understand- course in the English Churches in this city, beiog the highest. The Wisconsin is
lying at the dock of the Ferrysburg
lug ou what is called the arbitrary action for to-morrow’sservices:

Machinery

lo6".

w11'1

FHCEisrrx
Planing Mill

strong salt and mineral

^

being

of

And we are

the matt

we can
want

Jewelry, Watches,

and Building Committee, in Hope Church— Rev. D. Van Pelt, Pastor, boiler-works, and is being repaired by her
anew school bouse LMorning, "Deliverance thro* Suffering." builders, the Messrs. Kirby, of Detroit Silfimn, flittinn, ui Fiicj Sooh
n that district, to the highest instead of the Evening, "Parable of the Unforgiving Theyjhlnk it’will take twenty days, and
1 have engaged the service* of Mr. N.
will cost about $5,000.
lowest bidder. Our informant says there Servant."
H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
is trouble Id store for the district.
Methodist Episcopal Church- Rev. M.
We
clip the following from the Christian watches, so that our work can be warD. Terwilliger, Pastor. Morning, "The
InteVigencer. The Anthony Van Corlear ranted.
teleirild from Glor5' of tho Cbnrch'" ,,venln«’ "Chrl'- spoken of is oue of Irving’s characters in
All the Goods are warranted
lettiog the building of

Knickerbocker’sNew

filled until early in March, consequently

Why

can’t we have an acfiM organization

York:

" Spuyten

Duyvil Creek obtainedits name,

it is

said,

"On Saturday night of last from an exclamation of impetuous Annot be aiven until that time. It ia thought week a meeting was held at Kalamazoo at thony Van Corlear, the messenger aud
the date will be about March 10th. A which was organizeda board of improve- trumpterof many of the Dutch Governors
very rare and interesting entertainment, ment, having for ita object to make known of New York, who was drowned in the
outside the regular coiirse, will be given the advantagesof the place as a manufac- creek while attempting to swim it. He
in Lyceum Hall on Thursday evening luring point, for assistingand encouraging was warned before his rash act that he
next, by Tank Kee the holed Chinese lec- manufacturersaud mechanics to locate in could not swim across, but replied that he
turer. His subject "China and the Kalamazoo and for giving aid to all enter- would in spite of the devil.’ ’’
Chinese" is illustrated by over 5,000 square prises that will inure to tbe benefit of the

to bejust as

WE HAVE

feet of fine paintings, and nearly 1,000 cur- village.

The matter

is

in

WBclip

good bauds and

Tribune, which

iosities,consisting of idols, costumes, promiseawell for the future of the place."

armor and weapons

of the

terest just

Chinese nation. | —Detroit New.

the following from the N. Y.

we

think will be of

will

works

be something new and instruc-

I will

a—

— and

_

Come and examine our stock,

and prosperousfuture.

I

by tbe flames in a few hours."

DOORB, BASH

AND BLINDS,

Or anytblngin oar line manufactured on short
notice.

WERKMAN

O.

Holland. Mich.,

FIRST

torrbea, (mpotency, and all

Jan.

1,

1881.

48-ly

WARD

_

_

__

itiHi

t

THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.

Prop’r.

In

oreat reduction
THE

formerly^ovnied

will
ill devote ray
ra/entlr*
entire attention
atteutionto the GroceryBuaBaaIncss, and therefore respectfullycall tbe atteutlou
of tbe cltlaena of Holland to my new busineaa.
Tbe store la on tbe

JEWELRY STORE

Eighth and Fish St.

endeavorto keep on hand a complete supand flU all ordera promptlyto the beat of my

I wlll

ability.

J.

ALBERS,

8th Street,

HOLLAND, MICH.

Give us a trial before
Clocks which have been
you judge us.
now for sale at $8. The
band

RYDER.
1881. KMf
JA8.

Holland.

April

13.

will be sold at that

sajsssasK"-1"'
Od.

15.

1&81.

i.v

W-.tvV...

_

No. I OS Main Street, Buffalo, N. T.
BollandbyUeber Walsh. 52-ly

IN PRICES IN
k Having purchasedtjuHn teres

___

mw.DSwrJrSSa:^ T&khg,

For Sale

JAMES RYDER,

Dlaeaaea that follow a»aaequence4
ofSelf Abuaejlaa __

tude, Fain in tbe Back, Dlmnera of Vision, Premature Old Ace, and many other Diseases thst
lead to Insanity or Consnmptlonand a Premature Grave.
BTFull particularsIn oor pamphlet, which we
dealre to aend free by mall to every one. Tbe
Hpeclflc Medicine ia sold bv all drugi 1st at |1 per
packaxe,oraix packages for t5,or will be sent
free by mall on receipt
:clpt of tbe
tne money,
money, ly
by ad-

dreating

ply,

VAN ARK.

gilab Remedy,
an anfaillnscore
for aemtnaf weak
1 neta, 8 perraa-

BREYMAN.

GroceryHouse

Cor.

k

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
THAOS MARK Tbe Great Bn- TRAD!

ft

is beiog agitated io this

v

DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.

trouble to show Goods.

citizeuswill

^

AMD Till

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

in-

STEAM

also keep on band a fall Une of

SPECTACLES

now, as the question of water

city. Our
do
well
to take such warutive.
ZEELAND ITEMS.
inga as the greatest argumeut io favor of
Among
the
buildiogs
in
course
of
conthe proposed improvement:"Three fires
Last Saturday a meeting of the Holland
afruclion,
are
the
dwellings
of
Mr.
D.
that have aUracted more atteutionthan
Colony Farmer’s and Fruitgrower’s AssociKamperman
and
Mr.
Schippcrs.
Mr.
conflagrations usually do have occurred
ation was held in the office of Mr. A.
Visscher. The attendance was much Wm. De Pree and Mr. Pycock will build within tbe past few daya. Two were at
Chester, Peno. ; the explosion Id the firelarger than usual, aud the discussionof | In the near future.
works factory there beiog accompanied by
the subject, "whether peaclrcuUure is
Mr. Henry De Krujf has returned home
profitablein this locality"awakened con- 1 froln Grand Kapida, where he has been loss of life which seems sadly uncalled
siderable Interest. At an adjournedmeet- pUrgu|Dgstudies in the Business College, for. Several acre* of the City of Haveriog to be held at the same place, on the He w,j, continuejn lhe AgriculturalIm- hill, Mass., are now in ashes, and there is
18lh day of March, the question will be plement bu8ine88 in this village as here- also loss of life. It seems singular that
in a town the size of Haverhill tbe prep
discussed, "which is the most profitabletofore.
arations to meet a fire should have been
in the peach belt, farming or peach
culture.” The member* present at this I The social event ol the week was the so Inadequatethat aid had to be sent for
meeting,were of the opinion that refuse marriage of Mr. John Borgers to Miss to neighboringcities. When this is the
or second class salt can be used to advau- Dina Leenhouta,Rev. J. Brock, ol Beaver- only resource,it generally happens that
tage amongst our fruit trees and farm dam, Mich., officiating. The marriage the fire burns itself out. In small cities it
crops generally,and appointed a com- receptionaon Wednesday and Thursday is always difficult to persuade the careful,
| 7 mittee to procure a car-load of the same, evening*, at the residenceof tbe bride’s economical residenta of the need of a paid
These meetings, which are free to all in* parent*, were attended by a host of and efficient fire department This seems
{created, if well attended will prove to friends. The present* were numerous and au expensive ornament until a conflagrabAof much benefit to this community, appropriate.The happy couple have the tion rages, and many times the coat of the
afiv\ particularly to the interests of fruit \ best wishes of their friends, for a long engines and paid firemen ia swallowed up

This

represented.

A

DRY KILN
88-ly

the next entertainmentof tbe course will I of this kind:

•

who

Re-Sawing Done.

L

o“

satisfy all

Planing, Matching,

of the Board

Iowa, that her engagement here cannot be

ApprovedPattern

confident

'

_

\

Proprietor.

.

The greatest depth below the surface
ship, by one of our wide awake business which has yet been reached in this part of
will be definitely decided at this
u u a
a
men who had hut purchased it a few days the country, as far as we know, is on tbe
The Butler Tub Factory, of Messrs. J. previous, to Messrs. Veueklaasen & Sous, farm of Mr. Otto Yntema at Vrlesland,
Van Putten & Co., is being pushed to its our enterprising brlckmakers, for the where In digging a well they have already
fl .*8 ?°

Price 50c per bottle*

1

EQUESTRIAN COURTSHIP*

"Have yon ever visited Ireland, Mr.
Brooklet
klejr askedMiss Blake,
“ * at the
conclusionof the first figure.
"I should think not. Ireland is a
wretched mistake.”
The moment the words escaped from
my lips I would have parted with a good
deal of ready money to be enabled to

“

young maiden went forth to rid*,
And there was ft wooer to moo by her rid*;
His hone wia to little, andhen eo high.
Eft thought hie angel waa up In the aky.

It wit

»

Hie tore waa greet, though hla wit waa amall
H« bade bar ride eaey— and that waa all
The rery horaee began to neigh—
i their betten had naught to any.

;

~

draw them back again. They were

They rode by elm, and they rode by oak,
They rode by /churchyard,and then he epoke ;

childish, rude and ungentlemanlike,and

“ If j pretty maldenTtf you’ll agree
Tou a ball alwaye rambla through Ufft with

I turned to her to apologise.

mu"

The

The

daruael answered him never a word.
But kicked the gray mare, and away she epurred.
The wooer ’till followed behind the Jade,
And enjoyed— like a wooer— (he dual aha made.

They rode through moss, and they rode through
moor-*
The gallant behind and the lasa before—
At last they came to a miry place,
And there the aad wooer gave up the obaae. •
Quoth he,

“ If tny nag were better to ride
her over the world eo wide.
Ob, It la not my love that begins to fall,
But I’ve lost the last (11m pee of the gray mare'a
tall!”
I’d follow

-ThomoAHood.

KITTY BIAKE.
One bitterly cold night in the February of 1879 L quitted my comfortable
study for the purpose of insoousingmyself behind a white tie, and of incasing myself in those stereot/ed sable
garments which cry, “Open, sesame,”
at the portals of society.
Mjr friends, the Wilkins, were indulging m a fit of insanity, and the attack,

which in the commencement promised
to be of a somewhat mild form, gradually assumed graver symptoms, until it
oulminated in a tremendous hall. Vainly
I pleaded a necessity for reading up a
case with which the eminent tirtn of
Tozer & Culsome had intrusted me.
Vainly I declared to Wilkin, upon the
honor of a man and a brother, that I was
"out of that sort of thing,” ihat I had
read that particular chapter in the book
of life clean through ab ovo usque ad
mala, and that I was only good for the
mahogany ; he didn’t or rather wouldn’t
see it, and with a sense of bitter injury
at my heart and an unmistakable sense
of frost at the tip of my nose and my
extremities generally,1 pulled myself
together, dressed hurriedly, and arrived
at Harley street in a humor the very reverse of amiable, and with the full determination of merely showing myself
to Mrs. Wilkin, imbibing a glass or perhaps two of sherry, and getting hack to
resume the perusal of a novel.

L'homme propose.
The crush hart not as yet been well
turned on, so my ascent to the drawingrooms was no very difficult task. ' Upon
the lobby Mrs. Wilkin was standing,

behind a huge bouquet which commanded the staircase like a great floral
gun ; and Wilkin was prowung in the
e air of a
immediate vicinity, with the
man who had succeeded in losing half a
sovereign and was engaged in looking
for it as

though he wanted

it

very badly

indeed.

“Ah, Mr. Brookley! I’m so glad
you have come. Freddy told mo

that

yon wore doubtful— all clever men are,
but you know I always believe in you,
and I look to your aid to make this little affair go off well.”
I groaned in spirit This meant stopping until the candles were snuffed out
—until the tallow-faced greengrocers
were paid Off— until the milkmau arrived at the area railings, and until I
should be jibed by disappointedcabbies
as “the cove as was a-playin* the
pianner.”
“ By the way, Brookley, there’s a little Irish girl stopping here, a Miss Blake.
Como, and I’ll introduceyou as a friend
o’ mine,” Observed Wilkin, dragging me,
bon gre, mal gre, toward a mass of tulle
illusion surmounted by a bunch of white

flowers.

Now, any

Irish girls

whom I

Audi was upon her cheek, the
little hands were clenched until the
loves threatened to “ burst up,” and
er flashing eyes met mine as she hotly
retorted— “ You must be an English
boor to say so.”
The pas seul commenced, and, to use
a stage phrase, Miss Blake “went on.”
What a charming figure I What an
elegant turn of the head I What grace
in everv movement I j
I had committed a thrice accursed
mistake,and I felt it She went through
the entire figure alone. She would not
dtign to take— to touch my outstretched
avid. I had no words at will to cudgel
mto a proper form of apology, and I wai
bewilderea by her beauty.
Lovely blue eyes, with sweeping blueblack lashes ; a dainty little nose, with
a rosebud mouth, and teeth like muffled
diamonds : radiant brown ha{r in massive plaits— and her expression !
Ay dq.mi Alhama!
We did not speak during the quadrille.
The pink-faced youth — confound his
impudence-struckup au acquaintanceship with her, and treated the vulturelooking woman badlyl, I felt inclined
to hurl him at his partner, impale him
hot'

upon her nose, and rush

frantically

from the house. The charming disdain
with which I was treated by Mus Blake
rendered me more miserable, and it was
only when the laws of society compelled
her, at the conclusion of the ‘dance, to
take my arm, in order to be Conducted
to the place whence she came, that I
ventured to exclaim— “ I implore you to
forgive me— I did not know what I was
saying— I am worse than a boor. Hear
me, for one moment;” and in a few
eager words I honestly revealed to her

perfume, and a soft little hand placed
itself confidingly upon my arm. t had
not asked her to dance— she had evi-

Would

for granted.

I say that I never

danced? that

I had sprained my foot? or invent some
patent and plausible excuse?
No t It would not be fair to mine
hostess, so I sullenly resignedmyself to

my

fate.*

“This is my

r
to London, ”

first visit

chirped Miss Blake.

"Oh,

indeed!”

•

'

Connemara.”
1 wish you were there just now,”
was mv inner thought.
11

1 live in the wilds of

11

“It’s the wildest place on the face of
(he earth, and the loveliest— bnt won’t
you secure a vis a-vis ?”

l

he5 pulled
Father James,, but he

up

-

--

And
Well, yes

short,

for, shure enough, whin
rhw ho
ho was lavin’
I am to return to Connemara before
the house, he run it into his buzzum,
thinkin’ it might be wanted, an’ forgot Valentine’sday, and claim the hand of
the sweet little Irish girl who called me
it intirely ; so he lifted the poor sayfarin’ man’s head up, and gev him a an English boor.

scoop. Bedad, but it put life into him,
sir !’ cried Dempsey, giving the horses a
tremendous out, probably with a view
to instillinga little life mto them— 4 it
put life into him, and he gev a great

tance,” tended to prove that the gallant

•

expresseda hope that she was look-

"Och 1 rosy an’ well, shure enough ;
and why wudn’t she ? What wud trouble her, and her mother wud burn the
house av she riz her little finger.
They’ll not be thrubled wud her long ;
she’s too dawny a crature for the boyto lave alone. I tuk a Mistier Crane
from Dublin over to the Hall last week,
an’, bo me soul, he was mighty tendhor
on her.”
This was alarming. I endeavored to
probe into the antecedentsof this abominable person, but I could only ascertain, after a deal of circumlocution,that
ho was the possessor of “on iligaht
portmantle,”and that he was “a nice
man, an’ a nice-mannered man.”
“Good morning, Father James, good
morning kindly.”
This was addressed to a Catholic

I compounded with > a pink-faced
youth, who was in the talons of a tall,
lean, vulture- like woman, to face me in
the forthcomingmelancholy coremeny
and to assist in carrying out its sad
in aU their funereal details. walk was no uncommon occurrence.
i

4

i

I

yachting.
The owner
of the yacht
la one who

gathers the
chief comfort. aa he

alia

RATHER ENTHUSIASTIC.

has ceased, the

his

craft for the

excitement
of the race,

or for the
genuine en-

joyment of
guiding hia

beautiful
vessel over
the water.

Those who
hate the
care, manage m ent

_
^

and

worka
yacht dwell

/of

ing

(

almost upon
the water.

As a

_

*

warrior’spotationswere carrying him
beyond the laws of conventionalism.
At length, after a playful but elephantine
effort to snatch a kiss, the young lady
appealed to the driver.
“Misther Dimpsey, I’d have ye to
call to this young man— he’s insultin’
me, sir.”
lan tic, known aa the Killerin.
Thus appealed to, Mr. Dempsey
, happy moment I negotiatedwith
In aha;
quietly .turned in hia seat, and, eying
iver, Phil Dempsey, for possessthe driver,
and, almost ere we the sergeant sternly, exclaimed :
ion of the box-seat, and.
44 Bee here now, sargint, av ye don’t
bad quitted the town of
of Westport, I had
come'on close, if not confidential, terms lave that young woman alone, I’ll take
three sthnpes aff yer arm, an’ lay them
with that worthy son of the whip.
across yer back.”
Phil is a crooked, hard-featured, senA roar of laughterfrom all the occutentious little man, whose word is law, pants of the vehicle followed this sally,
whose decision is an ultimatum. He in which the gallant sergeant joined with
knows every man, woman and child a heartinessand good-willthat clearly
along the road— their belongings, their demonstrated how keenly he enjoyed
respective histories,their hopes and the observation,although it told against
their fears. He carries small parcels for himself.
the “quality,” and a letter if good
“Are ye expected at Boljolderun,
cause is shown why it could not travel sir ?”
by the legitimate course of her Majes44 Well— yes— oh, yes, certainly,”I
ty’s mail He has all the Dublin news,
replied somewhat confusedly.
and is regarded in the light of “a knowl44 Yer an English gintleman, by yer
edgeable n -way av talkin’,sir?”
Instinctively I led up to tbs subject
44 Yes, Pm English.”
nearest to my heart.
44 May be yer from London, sir ?”

ing well after her trip.

agreeable,la

;

!

very sweet voice at my elbow, with just
a touch of the brogue pervading it like a

One of the
meet manly
and «atlstyIng pleasores, u well
as the most

!

such exclamations as ‘‘Gelang ow o’ as high aa he can reach. The milk is
particular ; in fact, mv heart had, somehow or other, slipped from beneath my that, sargint,” “Lave me alone,” “ Sin- caught aa it exudes and flows into the
waistcoat—had traveled, in company gle yer freedom, an’ double yer dis- hole. As soon as the flow from the outs

looking, half-fed artist hun^ in chains,
and clad in garments shining with
grease and threadbare from age, pro"Me know the Blakes av Boljolceeded to ponnd away upon the piano,
aided and abetted by a pudgey man, derun? Bogorra, I do thin, breed, seed
who appeared to be blowing his whole and gineration. They’re decent people
person into a battered cornopean, and of the rare ould stock. Miss Kitty travanother conspirator, who discharged his eled wud me a few weeks ago ; she kern
duties to society and to Wilkin by dole- from Dublin, but she was over the
water beyant, in Lqndon. Sorra a much
folly scraping upon a violoncello.
“ This is our quadrille,” exclaimed a good that wud do her or any wan else.”

TJlO&TTNO.

1

The Wilmington (Del.) Doily Republican
lately contained the following item of popular Interest : Dr. J. F. Speck, who is consigh.
nected with the Wilmington Every Evening,
the irritated and inflamed ' condition of
44 4 He wants another sup, yer riverspeaks rather enthusiastically
of St. Jacobs
my mind, npon finding myself stranded
ance,’ says wan.
Oil. Dr. Speck states that he uses the Oil
in a scene so utterly at variance with
“ * Let me hould the bottle, Father in his family os a household remedy, a sort
my mood, and compelled, as it were,
James,’ sez another.
of universalpanacea for all aches ana pains,
to drink the bitter oup to the uttermost
44 4 Whist, ye hay thins !’ says his river- and has always found it to act most happily.
ance, houldin’ up his hand, for the poor His attentionwas ‘tailed to it by the many
a?y pleading was full of the redeeming
sayfarin’ man was thryin’ to spake, but testimonialsin its favor and he one daynsed
influence of earnestness, and I succeeded
it upon himself for sore throat. Two applithe rattles waa in his throat
in achieving her forgiveness. She
cationswere sufficient to effect a core. He
44 4 Sav wan little word to let me know
danced with me again and again. I that ye die a Catholic,’ says Father also used it on his little girl for sore throat
saw the candles snuffed out, beheld the
with gratifying success. The same child had
James.
tallow-facedgreengrocer paid off, met
“The sayfarin’ man made a great scarlet fever this winter, which left the tenthe morning milk without flinching, sthrnggle, an’ screeched, loud enough to dons of one leg much contracted. The little
and returnea the playful banter of the be heard in Leenawn. 4 Down with the prattler couldn'twalk without assistanceand
cabbies in a mood so utterly diflerent Pope 1' an’ he died, sir, an’ that’s how suffered much inconvenience and ^ain. Several applicationsof St. Jacobs Oil restored
from that which I had pictured to myFather James was bit intirely.”
her limb to its normal condition and she has
self a few short hours previously, that—
The car was pretty well crowded, and not experienced any troublesince. Dr. Speck
Pshaw! who can control the inner upon one side, among the occupants, states that he has also seen the Oil act
mechanism of tbe heart ?
was a sergeant of a militia regiment, charmingly in toothache. He thinks St.
i One glorious morning in August last
proceedingto the depot stationed at Jacobs Oil is a sterlingremedy, and does
found me seated beside the driver of one Galway. This gallant son of Mars was not hesitateto recommend it for rheumaof Bian coni’s long cars, which travel beseated beside a very good-lookingyoung tism, etc.
tween Westport and Clifden, and, as a girl, to whom he paid the most chivalconsequence, through the heart of the
Colombia’s Enterprise.
rous and marked attention. Now, it was
wildest and most picturesquescenery in
the sergeant’s habit, at intervalsalong
When the hunter has found a rubber
Connemara, I had, among other vows,
the road, to bound gayiy from the car, tree he first clears away a space from the
registered One^-tHat, as soon a* drcuy*
enter a ehebeen, remain there a few min- roots, and then moves on in search of
btances would permit, I would undertake
utes, and then rejoin the vehicle, be- others, returning to commence operaa pilgrimage to Boljolderun Hall— to
traying all the symptoms of having tions as soon as he has marked all the
the shrine of Miss Katherine,alias Kitty
44 laid on”
a little refreshment during trees in the vicinity.
Blake.
his temporary absence. His attentions
He first of all digs a hole in the
It is unnecessary for me to state that
to the young lady became more marked
ground hard by, and then cuts in the
I had many reasons to urge me to take
this excursion, and that I had one in as we proceededon our journey, and tree a V-shaped incision with a hatchet,

with Miss Blake, to her mountain home ;
and it waa with a view of recoveringit,
and of taking the young lady in question into the bargain, if my lack was up,
now perched high in the air,
that I was now
nd aw
a pair of “ roaring gimlets,” and
behind
ing along the roadway skirting that
had jogging
desolate, bnt roman tioj inlet to the

hithertobeen fortunate enough to meet
had, somehow or other, been always too
much for me. If I was blase, they were
saucy. If I was degage, they were sentimental. If I was learned, they were
blissfully and gushingly ignorant I
Tmd been invariably foiled, and my most
/skillful fencing went for nothing. I had
not been ablo to score a palpable hit un«dor ary circumstanceswhatsoever.
it,eld back much after the fashion of
'a dog being led to corporal punishment
through the medium of a collar and a
tring— bowed a grim, ungainly bow,
and proceeded to fiddle with the buttons
a of pair of soiled, bnlgy gloves, and to
glare in every directionsave that supposed to be occupied by Mrs. Wilkin’s
Hibernian guest
At this juncture an attenuated, waxen-

dently taken it

"That’s wan o’ the moat knowledgeable that I experienced that sinking sensaniin in this oounthry. sir,” observed tion of the heart which the immediate
Dempsey, when we baa proceeded a lit- prospect of a meeting with the adored
tle distance ; “ bnt he was wanst bit in- one never fails to create ; that I pretendtirely. cute as he ia -an’ there’s the ed to be .looking the other way, and not
spot,’* he added, pointing to a small to have perceived her ; that I bounded
patch of strand directly beneaih us.
from my perch with the agility of an
“ This is how it kem about, sir. Git acrobat, and that I “tipped” Phil
up. ye bastes I ” (addressingthe horses) Dempsey to the utmost limit of his sat" don’t let the gintleman see yez thrate isfaction.
me that way ; git up. Well, sir, Father
44I tuk good care av him,” observed
James was on his hades and hia brevary that worthy in a tone known as a pig’s
one wmthry mornin’, and he was pray- whisper, " and he was as wild as a young
in’ away,. whin a boy kem runnin’ up eoulfc in me hands ; but he’s a nice man,
the boreen cryin’ murther, an’ that a an’ I wisn yez joy.”
man was wracked below on the rooks
44 Stupid creature
1 never can underforaist ye, an’ that he wasn’t expected stand him,” said Kitty Blake, with a
for to live, an’ for Father Jaihes to run saucy toss of her bead 44 Pm afraid he
to him at wanst, for the love of Heaven
has been taking the mountain dew as he
Bo Father James ran the hades and the come along.”
brevary into the pocket of his small
At this crisis we were joined by Mr.
clothes, and away wud him to that very Blake pert, a splendidspecimen of patspot, sir, as nimble as a roe ; an’ shure
erfamilias, who welcomed me to Con
enough, there was a poor sayfarin’ man nemara con a more ; my portmanteau was
lying for dead on the say rack, an’ not
placed in the basket-carriage, aqd Kitty
as much breath in him as wud cause the
rattled away with it, leaving me to walk
eye av a midge tp wink.
across the mountain to the hall. And
" Have none of yez a tent of aperrita
snoh a mountain, bare and bleak and
about yez ?’ says Father James. 4 Have precipitous I and for any step I made in
none of yez a tent av aperrita to put beadvance I made two in tne opposite ditune this poor man's shammy an' the
rection ; but I pushed bravely on, and
cowld?’ sayii Father James, risin’ at ifc.
sacrificeda brand-new pair of leather
44 Now, sir, they were all afeard to
buttoned boots during the excruciating
say Yes,’ bekase he denpunced potheen
from the althar, an' if they wor to say process. But what cared I for boots, or
mountain, or physical anguish? Was
4 Yes,’ they’d be only kotohed be the
holy father. At last Biddy O’Donoghoe, there not love-light in the eye of Kitty
Blake ?— was I not approaching the Mecwho is always as bowld as brass, says :
“‘Arrah, where would we get it, ca of my hopes ?
I remained a month at Boljolderun
Father James? Maybe ye’d have a
Hall.
I held the stereotypedinterview
dhrop in that bottle that stickin’out av
with
Blake
pere in his study, which teryer coat-pocket'
minated most satisfactorily
“ 4 How dar’ ye, ye owld faggot ?’ says

,

class,

they

are

sober,
careful^kllquiet,

fhlmen.but
their life of
exposure to
the elementsIs productive of much rheumatism
among them, and they sufl'er considerably from
pnins, the result of cold, bruises, sprains, &c.
St. Jacobs Oil is a favorite remedy with these
men, becauseof the splendidservice it renders
them. Captain Schmidt, of Tompklnsvllle,
Staten Island, N. Y.. says that he has been a
great sutlercr from rheumatism for many years,
lie had severe rheumatic pains in nearly every
portion of his body, and sufftred so that at times
no would be entirely unable to attend to active
business.He said : *' I am quite well now. however, and. as you see, I am able to work without
any trouble.I attribute my recovery entirely to
8t. Jacobs Oil, for I felt better aa soon as I commenced to use that remedy ; and whenever I feel
anything like rheumatism coming on, I rub the
place with the Oil. and it always docs what Is
claimed for It. Finding St. Jacobs Oil did me so
much good, I got my family to use It whenever
they had any pains or colds, and it has done good
in cverj' ease when they have tried it. I can
say that St. Jacobs Oil is a mighty good rheumatic remedy, and I don’t Intend to be without It."
This experienceis such as has been enjoyed not
only 'by yachtsmen and others,who follow the
water, but by people in
'
every walk of life and
Varietyr of pursuit the whole world over.

The Best Field

emigrants.
AN IMMENSE AREA OV RA1LBOAV
AND UOTEENMENT LANDS, OF GREAV
FERTILITY. WITHIN EASY REACH OF
PERMANENT MARKET, AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES, taaftWftflfcrcd for aalsta
EASTERN OREGON mad EASTERN WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

GRAIN AT PORTLAND. OREGON. COMA PRICE EQUAL TO THAT OH
TAINED IN CHICAGO.
The early WNRftNM °f Northern Paoifle It. R. is now assured, and guarantors

MANDS

to settlers cheap and quick transportation
and good markets both Bast and West. The
opening of this new overland line to the
Fad fie, together with the constructionof the
network ef 700 milee of railroad bp the O.M.
6 N. Co. in the valleys of the great Columbia
and its principal tributaries, renders certain
a rapid increase in the value of the lands
now open to purchase and pre-emption
There is every indication of an enormom
movement of populationto the Columbia
River region in the immediatefuture.
LANDS SHOW aa ATBRAGE YIELD of

40 BUSHELS OF

WHEAT PER ACRE.

Nft Fallara of Crapa ever

kaowa.

RAILROAD LANDSftflerftdat

tkft

aalfaraa

"climate mild and healthy.
Far

down,
ground by

tree is chopped

paaspUftt

aad aaaM,

ssXn£ mir

dftfterfptlvftad

v-«va£aS

and the trank raised from the
means of an improvised trestle.After
A. L. STOKES,
Gfta’l Eastern Pass’r Agent.
placing large leaves to catch the sap,
AS Clark St., Ckieaa*. Ilk
gashes ore cut throughout the entire
length, and the milk carefully collected;
~THE OFFICIAL HISTORY OF THE
When it first exudes the sap is of the
whitenessand consistencyof cream, but
it turns black on exposure to the air.
This Is tbft only «oinpl«U aad foUr-UlutnUd“lifo
Uetimonr of
When the hole is filled with rubber it is aad Trial of Gait***. It eonUinsidl th»
til tbftSpMOhM
effortstnetctpe
coagulated by adding hard soap or the
of c&tchptnny
root of the mechvacan, which has a ___ ____ „ people __ watting for this work
AftnU
Wantid.
Otrftalmftftft. Extra
__
term*
to Ag ent*'
most rapid action, and prevents the
jnsa Oo,Ohloago.
IllAddraaa National PuaLimxa
Co
escape of the water that is always present

GUITEAU TRIAL
,

-

in fresh sap.

t

When coagulatedsufficientlythe rubber is carried on the backs of the hunters, by bark thongs, to the banks of
the river and floated

The annual

down

Parafta*’ Pargatlvw Mile mike NvwBicE

Blood, and will completely < hango the blood in the
entire system in three months. Any person who
will take one pill each night from 1 to IS weeks msr be
restored to sound health. If such a thing be poeslble.

on rafts.

destruction of rubber

trees in Colombia is very great, and the
industrymust soon disappear altogether,

unless the Government puts in force a formerly Banger. Me.
law that already exists, which compels
the hunters to tap the trees without cutCONSUMPTION GAN BE CUBED
ting them down. If this law were strictly carried out there would be a good
opening for commercial enterprise, for
rubber trees will grow from eight to ten
inches in diameter in three or four years
from seed. The trees require but little
“lam.”
attention, and begin to yield returns
44 And seen Miss Kitty over there.
sooner than any other. Those that yield
Whew 1” Here he gave a prolonged the greatest amount of rubber flourish
whistle, which might have been in- on the banks of the Simu and Aslato
tended for the horses, but I felt that it rivers. The value of the crude India
bore direct reference to myself.
rubber imported into the States annually
“ Troth, thin, you are expected, sir,
is about $40,000,000.—Domton Times.
and there’ll be bright eyes find red
cheeks at the cross-roads when we rache
Paris Self-Conceit.
there, or I am boccagh— Miss Kitty
will be there, sir, in her own pony-carParisians think Pans the centre of all
riage.”
creatiou, the aim and the end of all exI did not know whether to be amused istence, the only place in the world
or annoyed.
worth living for or living in, the only
44 Yon seem to be well aware of Miss birth-place of art Patronizes and pities
Blake's movements,Mr. Dempsey.”
everybody and everything not of Paris.
44 Arrah. didn’t she tell me herself,
Deems the rest of the universe made to
the crayture I Didn’t she say to me, revolve about Paris. Beads his little
says she, 4 Dimpsey, take care av a very seven by nine paper in the morning, and
nice young gintlemanthat’s cornin’ to considers the rest of the world and all
see me from London ’ says she. Is it its people sufficiently disposed of in
the gintleman that I posted all the let- twenty or thirty lines, while all else is
ters to in Westport, Miss?’ 4 Go ow o' devoted to Paris. Deems every one is
that, Dimpsey/ says she. Blnr-an’, going into exile who leaves Paris,
afters 1 why didn’t yer tell me ye wor bmokes his cigarette from which his
Misther Brookley, and I'd had roused government has washed in the mannfacture all flavor of genuine tobacco, and
the griddle for ye, sir, an’ no mistake.
I could have taken Phil Dempsey to (ancies it the quintessenceof Havana.
my arms and cherishedhim.
“Begorra I there’s the cross-roads,
The Nebraska City (Neb.) Press siy*

ass;

I

nHALL’S

KBALSAM

PENSIONS

’

:

Jm-obK Oil strikesheavy blows for good
all around, and its virtues for rheumatic
Didn’t I tell yer, sir, how it wud be ?”
jmnH are landed upon every hind. Try it,
It is scarcely necessary to observe all ye who suffer.

sffil,‘Is.B?SuS.bS3:
'

St.

t
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The Terrors

of a

Fox Bite.

As an evidence that the bite of other
animals is sometimes as dangerous as
that of a dog, says the London Telegraph, we may adduce the well-known
case of the grandfather of the present
duke of Richmond, who was governor
general of Canada in the year 1818, and
died there in the August of 1819, from
the effects of afox*s bite. ' The story was
elaborately told by the late Lord William Lennox, in his “Fifty Years of
BiographicalReminisences,” and is well
calculated to warn careless readers of a
vomme against
againai me
not; umnterestmg
uninteresting volume
the
daniger of patting their hands within
reac
ch of a so-called tame, but really wild
fox. We are informed
andl chained-up fox.
by Lord William Lennox that his father
had determined on a tonr of inspection
to the npper province of Canada, and
after a farewell banquet to his civil and
military subordinates,the, duke set off in
the midspmmet of 1819'irom Quebec, in
a government ateamor, whose head was
pointed up the St. Lawrence river.
LordWilliiun accompanied his father,
on whoso staff he was serving as military
aid-de-camp,as far as Montreal, whence
the governor general made his way to
Fort William Henry, lying on the south

bank of the great Canadian streaiq.

Britain has made greater progress in
this direction. In Scotland a Municipal Franchise act has lately gone into
force, which ntitles women to vote in
the elections for municipal councils. In
the Isle of Man they vote for Representatives to the body which stands in
place of a local Legislature. Women’s
rights make better headway in Britain
than in the StateB.-r-Zond(mAdverting

Tke Kind

,

newt of Nature.

Nature intended that the art ot healing, the
iBtaiuiugof animal life, the enjoyment of’ perld be
feet health, and the road to longevity ahouli

(

oral poisoni will Ond the panacea hoped for.
Then away with mercurial. medicine* ! Let
nature be assistedby nature! Invigorate the
animal economy of
system and Improve
hj using such wellrntfritionand aartimilationtf
effectivevegetaknown and tried harmless yet
]
ble tonics as Yellow Dock, Barsapanlla,JunipOUR PROGRESS.
er, Oelery,Celisaya Bark, etc., all of which
Ai stages are quickly abandoned with the
enter into the compositionof Dr. Quysoti’s
completionof railroads, so the huge, draitio,
barsapanlla. If you are weak,
Yellow Dock and Barsapanlla.
cathartic pills, composed of crude and bulky
nervous and debilitated,or suffer frrom dyspepmedicines, are quickly abandoned with the inu. etc.,
vtc., it will do
sit, weak kidneys, impure blood,
troduction of Dr. Pierce's “Pleanant Purgative
yon more permanent good than any other
rtmed/ known.’

TO

Lovt Led by Lucre.

“ No Cigaret-Charley,” she said, using
the name by which be was known among
the wild, reckless set with which ho associated ; “Icah never be your bride.”

“Pausy—MissPerkins,”said

answers.

tto faithful MO

ald, in those deep, thrillingtones ol his,
“ I cannot — indeed I cannot let you go !

Stay one moment— only one moment !"
ow thitt riuhtfoioe mpin her bars
ite hcfelf it moved hdr strimgdy.
!

i^r

'Wefl,lhesfti

™

I

Ceao«a»tl#*has Sera «ere4

JnnnAB WKIOOTjrtUlrica county, W. Vo., writou
at that bio wlfo hid Pulmonabt Oonoumptioii, and
Via vrononnoed notlBABUI by their physician, whoa
think U Um bool

Darting hastily to the hat-rack in the
Morurn oy Ooxacxl
front hall, Reginald fumbled for a mo- Lcwu Balaam ias Cubed*!* Motub
tbo phyriclan bad flvd*
ftvSn Bor
her pp
np Ml
ai
ment in the upper left-hand pocket. .of He Mra othera Pnowlng her oil
ji'arJSffOTiraw
hisovereootand dfo^theiufroma piece
of wliite paper. R- turning to the par- * Da MiaBDITR,Dontlat, of Otnotnnnti, wm
I

<

I

OOW

bo In thelaot stages OF
by hi. friendito try A DoS's

1

L_

aula waa thown him. Wo h»v*
__ — -----fared bis couch,ond that ho wm able to rusumo his

*W»i?A. Graham A

Oo., Wboksaht
writes na of the euro of Mi
oell known ett ten, who baa boon afflicted
pH in
in Ha worst form for twelve yoara
Balaam cured him, u It has many olhen, of Bl
rilla, Ohio,

w

Consumption, Coughs, Colds,

cake hat, Reginald said in proud tones :
“ It is a notice of my promotion to the
ribbon counter. Hearafter my salary
will be $12 per week. Pansy, my
precious one, we are saved.” The girl
looked at him lovingly. “ You bet we
are,” she said, and her arms were
clasped about hie thirteen-inch neck in
an ecstooy of paatiou

—Progrcn,

I’Enre was made a
minister he was offered the customary
grant for personal expenses incident
upon change of residence. “My expenses have been so small,” the old man
replied, “ that I will not charge the state
with them. I paid six francs for my seat
in the diligence,and thirty sous for a
commissionaire who carried my trunk.
I had no other ontlav.” If he had demanded some rotihd thousands of francs
the sum would have been paid to him,
and no detailed account asked in return.
.^London Echo.

Heel Delicate.

t* the

will stay. ”

the/aufcmlonwhich
druggists.
Pansy hud thrown herself in an agony
Slopping or Staying. , / r ‘
.of grie^ and kissed away the hitter tears
Hypercriticalfolks will have it thatt
A Remarkable Statesman.
of pAithancT sorrow that were welling up
it is not proper to say “stopping” at a
into the beautiful brown eves.
Hib' French ftepubllc&nBhave lately
hotel. “ Staying ” is the right expres“See, my darling,” he exclaimed,
erected a statute to the eminent Repubsion. In the name of common sehfte,
eagerly, placing the paper before, her.
lican statesman of Normandy, Jacques
why? A pwson “stops” where he “ Look at this, my precious one."
Charles Dnpont; better known as Dupont
“ stays, ”
doesn’t he? And, if there is
Pansy opened her eyes and gazed
do I'Eure. This honest and simple poliany choice between the words, “stop”
languidlyat the paper. “What is it,
tician,who was bom iq 1767, and lived
bould be preferred. A majority of the Tootsie?”she murmured. Drawing
to preside over the provincialgovernpatrons of hotels reihain bnt a single
ment of 1848, was deservedlycalled by night To stay at a place rather implies himself np proudly anil holding in one
his admirers “ The Aristides of French
a long period. But either words hand the paper and in the other his pan-

When Dnpont de

STRICTLY PURE.
Haradon

Regin-

lor he knelt beside

Liberalism.”

i Good Family Bemedy.

Asthma, Croup,
All

DlwesMwaf the Threat, Ltuaga ao4
PalmoMorjr Organ*.

“Here," says Lord William, “occurred
O. H. Keith A Go.— What the Chicaan incident of the most frightful nature,
go Tribune Says.
which totally changed the aspect of our
II is karmlM* to ths mast SsNcate chIMt
0. R. Keith A Co, the representative Fancy
N containsM Opium h any ten*
Dry Goods, Notions and Millineryhouse of
hitherto happy residencein this d. slant
Chicago,
have
made
the
amplest
arrangements
colony.” It appears that one of the
for a greatly enlarged trade the present spring
fire
English soldiers at rFort
ort William
wunam nenry
Henry
season. Their mammoth store of six floors.
had a pet fox, and that an offioer there,
160x175feet, shows an immense stock of almost
As an EIPECTORAHT 11 lias Ho
named Capt Fitz Roy, owned a bull
everythingin the dry-goods line. For several
Ip you wish success in life make perars they have been adding new linos of goods to
terrier, between which and the fox there
SSL0 IT ALL MDICINI DEAUtE.
sir former stock, and their business has nearseverance your bosom friend, experience
had been several fights. The fox was in
ly doubled each year for the last three years.
our wise counsellor, caution your elder
your
a highly excited condition on the day
This new departureof a house with such an
er and hope your guardian.
broth
when the duke happened to take notice
establishedreputation, large capital and busiof him, and just before^ mounting his
ness, by which it practicallybecomes one of the
great general dry-goods houses for wbioh
horse to inspect the garrison, he rashly
CONSUMPTION CURE.
Chicago is so famous, is of general interest to $6 to $20
stooped down to pat the fox on the head.
Dr. R V. Pikbge, Buffalo, N. Y.s Dsar Sir— the trade and the public. Its great enterprise,
The animal instantlysnapped' at the Death wan hourly expected by myaolf and large experienceand unsurpassed facilities for
duke’s hand, biting him slightly, upon friendi. My1 P'ibyaiciaiu pronounced
nounced my dis- obtainingthe choicest fabrics and latest styles
Bent Ih the World. Get the arnulne. Kvd I1 must die. I bo- from the great fashion center* of Eutope. and
which he took hold of the fox’s ear, ex- ease consumpneon, and'said
•ipenaM U
claiming: “You’ll bite, will you, yon gau taking your “Discovery”and “Pellets.” in the world's best markets,must make it the
. AddreasP.
I have used nine bottlesand am wonderfully leading bouse, in Its lines, in this country.
Aiuruit*.Me
rascal?” The brute at once seized him relieved. I am now able to ride out
near the lower joint of the right thumb,
A MONTH-AGENTS WANTED— #0 btv
Elizabeth Thobncon, Montongo, Ark.
Long Words.
making his teeth meet in the flesh.
Loafing.
Little was thought of the incident,and
There is little use in criticisingthis
and VaaUat
AGKNT
KNTM WANTED for
when the duke arrived at Kingston a
Many persons who would scorn th* tendency of ours to indulge our sense of
reduced
^MPIcUirUl Boon andl
fortnightlater, the wound had com- idea of tellinga lie, will yet be guilty of sublimity with long words. We shall
par ot. Natiomai. Pubussixo
mo Oo..
Oo. Ohioaco.111
pletely healed. He proceeded from acting a lie their whole lives. They will most likely continue to erect edifices in
°5MSKingston to York— now called Toronto— perhaps be engaged to work for another locations and inauguratemusical seasons
NO OLD STOCK IN STORE.
N. STONE, fart Atkinson,
and thence went to Niagara, and on to a certain number of hours, yet will shirk until our sense of humor leads ns to preDrummond’s Island, upon Lake Huron, or bnt htllf do their work, making their fer to build honses in places and beg in
YOUNGMEN
then the most distant of our military life a lie. It is os much a crime to act courses of concerts. Perhaps patent nation,
Jaoearille. WM
addteaTVALBNTINK ’liftOS.,Jeoearill.
IN
ontposte in Canada. On his return he
falsely as to speak falsely. ' It is an un- medicine men are already doing all that
Deliveredoh Trial, FREE OF OH Alton
CAaooM
stayed some days at Kingston, and had satisfactory and an unprofitable thing to can be done to awaken this sense of
ptivet'ip
NXrXSLSOOTi OROTT.TfcATgWqb
writs
himself entirely forgotten that he vria be a loafer. Once fully embarked on humor in us.
THE AULTUAN A TAYLOR OO.. Msesfleld. Ohio,
.ShuttleSewing Machine I
ever bitten by the fox. The 70th regi- the sea of loaferdom,and you bid fareI
ment was quartered at Kingston,and the well to every friendly sail that sails un
On Thirty Day# Trial.
LAFTS A LIFE TIME. Warranted 5 Year*
dnke took part with the officers in all der an honest And legitimate flag. Your
The Voltaic Belt Oo., Marshall Mich., will
SEND FOR CIRCULAR “B.M
their amusements, playing at cricket consorts will only be the bui*3&nee™ of end their Eleotro-Voltaio Belts ana other Eleo- Book” and “ How to PlwmrePalooU"
A0ENT8
WANTED
In Unoccupied TerrftorM
and rackets, and riding out with them •ociety. It costa money, for, though tric Applianceson trial for thirty days to any
Address WILSON IEWINQ MAODINffl OR
person
afflicted with Nervous Debility,Lost
frequently. It had been arranged that the loafer may not earn a cent or have
•58 A 887 Wabash Ave., ChJeaf*
Vitality ami kindred troubles, guaranteeing
on his way back to Montreal, a new one for months, the time lost mighthave complete restoration of vigor and manhood.
Ave.. Phils.
A Loadhag LoaSoa Ffey.
setUement or township named Rich- procured him much money; if devoted
Address as above without delay.
alelan eaUbllskes aa
N. B.— No risk is incurred, as thirty days'
mondville should be visited, and the to industry instead of sloth. It costs
Offleo la Now'
wTork
fbr the Cura of
land marked out under the duke's super- health, vigor, comfort, all the true trial is allowed.
vision. For this purpose, as there was pleasures of living, honor, dignity,selfEPILEPTIC FITS.
Don’t Dla In the House.
no carriage-road, and only a small por- respect, and thq respect of the world
from Am. /eeveol9/ JMMmt.
Ask
druggists for “Bough on Bats." It
Dr.
Ab.
Mseerolo
(lias
of Londo*), bbo mskss MeOI.
tioh-ofthe distance— thirty miles— conld when living, and finally,all right of cob
tyof KpUspay,has without doubt treated and cured more
oleara out iau, mice, bedbugs, roaches, vermin,
ease*
Rian
any
other
living
physician.His lueeess be*
be accomplished on horseback.It be- Bideration when dead. Be A gentleman flies, ants, insects, 15a per box.
limplybeen astonishing!
ws nave heerd of oases of ovet
*
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:i ----Ll-.t ---- ^ ^ Jjjj,
came necessarythat the vice-regal party then, it is far cheaper.
years' standing uccemfully cured by him. He has
jh be
he sends, with S
a
ibliabed s work on this disease, which
should proceed on foot.
Da. Winchxll'i Teething Syrup has nevsr .Dim. dr.
OeBtiwvilU.Ind.
_-ge bottle of his wonderful cure ftee to anyeelsm
The
“Golden
Bloom
of
Youth”
failed
to
give
immediate
relief
when
used
in
On the occasion to which we are recases of Summer Complaint,Cholera- inf ant am,
a ELECTIONS for Aotncnph
ferring, a large and merry party set ont may be retained by using Dr. Pierce’s “Favoror pains in. the stomach. Mothers, whan your
ite Preemption," a specific for “ female comfrom Kingston, and among them none
little darlings are inffeiing from these or kinplainta." By druggist*.
Uon
was gayer or seemingly in better health
dred causes, do not hesitate to give it a trial 1 8 Ur
ve sent on
Therb are some people in New
New]York You will surely be pleased with the charming literarypaper on trial 8 months. All ths shove
than the governor general himself. He
Addreea
effect
Be
sure
to
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Dr.
WiDobeU's
Teething
im
who
are
hopeful
of
a
law
to
forbid
Mass.
walked nearly,the whole way to RichByrup.
Bold
by
all
druggists.
Only
25
cents
mondville without fatigue; but one prisonment for debt. A man can be
per bottle.
»
*
night, jnst as dinner was ended, he sud- dunned to death, and that’s cheaper
AGENTS
county
tn the U. 8. to sell, and establish satvageneta*. foy
than
to
shut
him
up.
denly tamed to Col. Cockburn, who was
Thousandsof persons who are bald to-day the basthellingfamilyrnfdldne In ths world. Address,
IWEDICINEl
might have full heads of hair if they would only incloslns stamp for particulars, of $SS* for sample box
seated by his side, and remarked: “I
Mbs. Lucy T. Colemah, of Hamilton, Ohio, use Carbolxnk, a deodorizedextract of petro- of onedozen
bottles (which TWUUs at $ft 10), DR. J. JR.
.
don’t know how it is, bat I can't relish
iPS A
* CO
CO., NOE South HaJiUd St, Chicago,HI
PHELPS
IN KITHIB LIQUID OB DBY F0BK
write* i ^For, many, years I sufferedfrom a
anything to-night as usual, and I feel complication- df diseases. Dyspepsia, impure leum, which is the only preparation ever disThat Aets at tha oaaio lima an
covered that will really do this.
that if I were a dog I should be shot for blood and irregnlaritieiiwere my greatest
troubles.
I
was
also
very
nervous,
and
at
times
a mad one.” The words were little refin
Fob Headache, Constipation, Liver Complaint LIFE, TRIAL and
my heart ached most severely.I often suffered
garded, bnt on the following morning
and
all biliousderangements of the blood, there
from heartburn, belching, nausea, etc., after
the duke’s symptoms became aggravat- meals. I was advised by my neighbor, Mrs. is no remedv as sure and safe as Eilert'sDay- EXECUTION of
wPl The AesaMla.
ing. He conld not drink, and shrank Longroore, to try Dr. Guysott’s Yellow Dock light Liver Pills. They stand unrivalled in re- Complete history of his shameful Mfe i fall record of tha
moving
bile, toning the stomach and In giving most notorioustrial la the annals of «rime. Prufiuely
from the sight of water. He was pre- and Barsapanlla. Having tried so many things,
nitrated.Low priced. Outfit to e*nU. For circulars
healthy action to the liver. Bold by all druggist*.
emu4 im alb* to* great orgxmi'b
and terms, address HUBBARD BROS, Chicago, ill.
vailed on to walk by the river side, in I did so with very littlefaith. I was highly
become dogged or torpid, and polnmout
pleased to find it jnst the medicine I needed.
order to get into a canoe, and exclaimihumortare therefore forced Into
It surely must containsome secret ingredients,
Pubb cod-livzr oil, from selected livers, on
ing, “Charles Lennox was never afraid for I can not believethat simple Yellow Dock the seashore,by Gastvell,Hazard & Co., N. Y.
that ehouldbe expellednaturally.
of anything,” he stepped, not without a and Sarsaparilla would create such a remarka- Absolutely pure and sweet Patientswho have
considerable effort, into the boat The ble change as it did in my case. That queer once taken it prefer it to all others. Physicians
1 have a positive
sound of the plashing oars and the sight sensation of bearingdown and paw in the loins declare it superior to all other oils.
use thousandsof <
never troubles me any more at all"
standing
have besn
of the ronning stream, however, soon
Chappxd hands, face, pimples and rough In Its efficacythat I
brought on an acute fit of pronounced
KIDNEY DISEASES,'
During the ninth waltz, Oscar, point- •kin cored by using JuniperTar Boap, made by togetherwith a Vi
rabies, and seizing one of the rowers ing to his boots, remarked to Feliciana : Caswell, Hazard A Co., New York.
LIVER OOMPLAINTSy
franticallyby the throat, he demanded “You can’t say I have no polish.”“No,”
[pUiKf,
OONiTIPATIfflN,URINARY
Fob Rheumatism,Sprains and Bruises, use
to be pnt on shore. No sooner had the
DXSEASEa, FEMALE WBAKNBI8I8,
said she, “but you shine at the wrong
Uncle
Barn’s Nerve and Bone Liniment, sold by
boat touched the land than the dnke
AND NERVOUS DISORDERS,
end.”
all druggists.
sprang ont and ran at fall speed into the
\by cauelng free action <f them organa and
Ltdia E. Pink ham’s Vegetable Compound
woodr. Col Cockburn, who was on
[tutoring their power to throeogf dleeaee.
will, at all times uni under all circumstances,
HOW TO MECUUE HEALTH.
horseback,rode after him, aqd assisted act in harmony with the 'femalesystem.
Why ssffWBIIteaspates ail ashast FI
It la itwif* anj one vill anffer from darangemanta
'lome wlarict. Write at oece fov terns sad #oby one of the boatmen, managed to car^
Why tormentedwith Piles, ConsUpstteat
brought on bf Impure olood, when SOOVILL'8 SARSAry the sufferer to an adjoining farm,
Ip you wish to be as happy os a King, PARILLA AND 8TILLINGIA, or BLOOD AND
Why frlfhUaed avsr dlwNered IldwyslH
where he wao laid on a sofa. Here the look at those who havenrt as much as LIVER SYRUP, will reetore health to the phytlcal or- OT Lead!
Why •ndnrs asrvoas srskk hMdsehsst
ganization.Itiaaatrangthenlngagrap.plaaaanttoUka,
ripple of ihe waier was distinctly audi- you, not at those who have more.
Uee MlDKBY-WOBTand rejoice in health.
and the BEST BLOOD PURIFIER ever discovered,
ble, and he bogged to be moved farther
Tn Kidneys are nature’s sluice-ways, Kidney- curing Scrofula, Sjrphiltic disorders, Weaknessof tba
away from the nver. He was token to a Wort keeps them healthyand active.'
rrxsT.ssctiK.TirsA's
Kidneys, Kryolpe'M,Malaria, Nervous disorders, DabilmdUOm Also to ll«aM Form, very 0*a**a>
bam a hundred ys.*df distant, where he
tty. Billons complaint#, and Diseasesof tbs Blood, liver,
tralod, ^hose that euno* readily piepeiett.
What a Hotel Clerk Says.
was placed on a bed of straw. He now
Kidneys,Stomach, 8k*, ate.
I IFTt acts With equal efflclancy In eith.r form.
Trkmont Hodsk, Chicago, HI, )
grew more calm, -called for writing mar
JOHNSON'S ANOD
[oEritOFYOORDBUaOlST. PIUCX, |1.0«
BAKER'S PAIN PANACEA cures pain in man and
Oct
2, 1881. f
positively prevent this ten
terials, and wrote a letter to one of his
boast.
lively cure nine cases out t
H. H. Warner A Co.: Sirs— I have used your
daughters. He seemed perfectly resigned Safe Kidney and Liver Cure for kidney disease,
DR. ROGER'S WORM SYRUP Instantlydestroys
(Wm ssad the dry potopald.) BVBUN
to the fate he knew was approaching, and fonnd it very beneficial
WORMS
1 the friends
and recognized the faces of
George A. Cobb.
nr a
sua***
by his couch. Towho stood anxiously
anxic
frilAUIIM A—rlaaa WataA Oa JlUaWrak.
fa.
Obeying Order*.
wards* the dose of the day he was seized
with shivering fits, and his extremities During the liege of Paris in 1870, M.
Arthur Ranee waa Mayor of the Ninth
became-ioy cold. He remained
>d perfectperfi
Airondisement. One night, when a
ly conscious, awaiting his end with tranti
louffh isufferin
suffering unimaginable sortie had been mode, the streets were
quility, althc
crowded with people anxiona to learn
tortures, and abont 8 o'clock in the even
ed his
mg, breathed
his last More than uxty news from the battle-field. With great
years have passed since the dnke of difficultyM. Ranee forced his way to the
Richmond’s lamentable death, and since door of his office, but there two sentries $66
then the bite of a rabid animal has lost erossed their bayonets before him. “No
none of ite terrors for humanity, nor one can pass in here without an order
have physicians oome as yet to a distinct from the Mayor.” “Bnt I say I am the
understanding how a wound thus inflict- Mayor.” “That makes no difference—
you can’t pass in here without an
ed may best be treated.
order!” Thereupon M. Ronoe gravely
Woman’s Rights in Britain.
drew ont his pocket-book and wrote on a
The people of the United States are leaf: “Allow me to pass. (Signed),
supposed to be very revolutionary in M. Ranee, Mayor;” which precious order
their ideas, and to be ready for any new he handed to the sentry. “Ah, that’s
measure that looks like reform ; and a* all right! Pass in, air. Our orders
the women suffragists in that countiy imperative, yon know.”
keep np considerable agitationof their
One of the drawback* of mtrried life i* sickspecial reform and make plenty of noise
about it, the idea has been developed in nee* of the little ones. For a Gold or Oou*h
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Thomas’
am prepared to say it is
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Eclectric Oil, I
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the best application I have ever used.”

Ik the recent Ufa of

eminent geologist, occurs the following in

him:

a letter by
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am

quite clear, from

all that I have seen of the world, that
there is

more real independencein

Offers hla superiormade wagons lost as cheap
anybody sells them In Zeeland, and claims that
they are a

Some of those goods

as

that

means, are engaged In literaryand scien-

same
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Nearly a Miracle.
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BROWN'S IRON BITTERS at©

AT MUSICAL WONDER!

all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new
life

•pon a with U« apputml(kill of aMtcr.«U Mcr*4, tecaltr,
BOMltf , Ud
mailt. F.qnallFraltobl. Sir the boM,
bdp.or ekarek. Admirably td.pted for the b.ll-raom.plcolct,
----- ---No Initroctlonrequired, frtcei,
iprerd. Beware of wertble** inltttlooe
..
A ymte wonted.IntorarMngBcn auk.
Slot. iMperd.y.Ill.itrated
Coulofneefree.
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to the nerves. Acts
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CO.

and see our New Goods.
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Which excel in quality and appearance
any before offered to the Public and prices
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MEYER, BROUWER & CO.,
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Oil
Buiiag, sal li tbs only Abioluto
Core for SsahMi Xnovn.

of

RiYcr Street.

Wm. Knabe

a

BOS,

Alsoa very large and assorted stock of

Bole Agents for

HAYLOCE

America. 7

00.,
Dey SL, New York.
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DRY GOODS

Its virtues are nnqneationable
and Its cnrative
character abeolnte, as the writer can personally
testify, both from experience and observation.
Among the many readers of the Review In one
^ort and another of the country,
It la probable that
coun
Which we Intend to keep as complete aapossl part
deafness, and to snch It
ble embracing all the latest and heat made fabrica nambera are afflicted with d^».
may be said: •• Write at once to Haylock A Co .
Dey Street,New York, enclosing II, and you will
receive by return mall a remedy that will enable
ft
you to hear Ilka anybody else, and whose cnrative
effects will bbe
permanent. Yon
will never
-------v
““ regret
doing so.”—Editor MtrcnnliUReview. tl-Am.
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FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
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BOB.
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Farmers and
Nervous Debility:
A Cure Guaranteed.

Weodsmen.

Dr. E. 0. West’s Nerve sad Brain Treatment:a
specificfor Hysteria, Diaslness, Convulsions.Nervous Headache, Mental Depression,Lon of Mem-

We will bay all the Stave and Heading
ory. Spermatorrhoea,Impoteocy,Involuntary Bolts yon can make and deliver the year
Emissions.PrematureOld Age. caused by over-exround, viz:
ertion, aelf-ahnse,or over-indnlgence, which leads

misery, decay and death. One box will core re- Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
cent cases. Each box contains one month’s treat- White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
ment. One dollara box, six boxes for five dollars ; Elm Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.
sent
mall prepaid on receipt of price,
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 88 inches
•
We guarantee sixt boxes to care any case. With
each order received by ns for six boxes, acorn- Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long.
panted with five dollars, we will send the pur- Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
chaser oor written guaranteeto return the money
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
If the treatment does not effect a care. Guarancontracts or further intees isat.ed only when the treatment la ordered
JOHN O. WBbT A CO., formation apply to Fixter’s Slave Factory.
direct from us. Address
j
181 A 183 W. Madison St.. ChlcaJAS.
8upt.
. K. Meengs, Holland, Mich.8S-ly
to

by

long.

For making

let

HONING,

& Co., alio the

Celebrated CHICKERING

Lungs.

DECKER BROS.,
HARDMAN

In diseases of

Western Cottage Organ,

the medicinal princi-

WILCOX & WHITE,

aU(i curative vir-

tues of the finest drugs,

And many other Makers: alao firet-clasa Pipe
Organa can be aeen in this vicinity.
Whereaa I purchase for cash, I am enabledto
sell Jnat as cheap, if not cheaper, than the beat
•houaei in the United States.

such power as to insure
the greatest possible
g,.w, efficiency and uniformnr" ity of results. It strikes
at the foundation of all
pulmonary diseases,affordingprompt relief
and rapid cures, and is adapted to patients of
any age or either sex. Being very palatable,
the youngestchildren take it readily. In

DEVTAD
rLvivKnJui

ordinaryCoughs, Colds, Sore Throat,

Bronchitis, Influenza,Clergyman’s

CALL AT THE

Store No. 52 Eighth

PR1NC1PAI+UNE

Sore Throat, Asthmw, Croup, and Catarrh, the effects of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral are magical, and multitudes are an-

Holland, Michigan.

GRAND

RAPIDS,

-

MICHIGAN.

RANKANS.
27,1881. [SS^m.
G.

Holland, Mich., Oct
his

Route has no superiorfor Albert
Lex. Minneapolis sod Et. Paul
Nationally reputed as
the Qrtat

Unlveraal^K^Wjw^

^^Sg^helnx

for

ineffectiveingredients, now offered, ly conceded to
be the best •qulpNd^‘*<5x>^ThroughCar
which, as they contain no curativequalities,
Railroad In the World
can afford only temporary relief, and are all claaaea of travel.
sure to deceive and disappoint the patii
patient.
Diseases of the throat and lungs d*nand
0*0
it Tad
active and effective treat toent; and it
is dangerous experimentingwith unknown and
cheap medicines, from the great liabilitythat
All connections made
these diseases may, while so trilled with,
In Union
become deeply seated or incuraWe. Use
s^tf/Vpapou.

“ ‘

,

Near Cor. of Monroe Street,

Whooping-cough aud Consumption

and

st.

or at No, 13 South Division Street,

nually preserved from serious illness by its
timely and faithful use. It should be kept
at hand in every household for the protection it affords in sudden attacks. In

there is no other remedy so efficacious,
soothing, and helpful.
Low prices are inducements to try some of
the many mixtures, or syrups,made of cheat)

and

DOWLING & PECK.

such a remedy, and uo
othersoeminently merits the confideuce of
the public. It is a scientific combinationof

chemicallyunited, of

t/orertOTwwf* v/m.mvov

&

HUIZENGA,

WYNHOFF.
1881. 88-flm.
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remain in the
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Known a.
fisherman knows it. Its virtues as

will

Holland, Sept. 22,

and reliable remedy is
invaluable. Ayer’s

Potltivsly Intern tki

Only XmporUd by

S,iM*ii

also kept constantly on hand.
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EARS ™*MILLI0N!
Fot

JI® FEE®,

Mr. H. Werkraan

THE BEST REMEDY

BKWAItK Of IMITATIONS.
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Oct. Itth, 1680.

r

&C.,

Holland, March 35ih, 1881.

Md.

restorativeof
hearing were discoveredby a Buddhist Priest
abont the year 1410. Its cares were so numerous
and nubiny so
mlngly minumlous, that
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
the remedy waaofflclaiiv proclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock ovsr 100 fimu Diafnsiikai sxiitod sbom ths Chime
of Groceries.— always of tha Freshestand Purest, psopls. Bent, charges prepaid, to any address at $1
but also all klndi of Farmers Prodnce, Provisions, per bottle.
Btc., Etc.

Crockery, Stone

Is

A

The highest prices Is paid for butter and eggs,
and other Country Prodnce.

Cherry Pectoral is

-a—OF

STEKETEE

Woodward Awo* Detroit,
CUB. BERDAN, HARRY R. WILLIAMS.
264

FL0U(B

Bend for onr Catalogue. The followingbands
.je our Instruments:—
Owono, Lapeer, Otisvllle,
ML Morris, Chester, OrovelamLCapac, Frankford, Call
8t. Louis, Carlton, Mempbla, New Haiven. Rich-

ALWAYS ON HAND.
G. Van Putten & Sons.

W

—

CO.

Golden TheatreCo., J. M. Rodl, Leader; ueniaon,
Texo^WhltoeyFamily, Imlaj City, Waablngon, store as heretofore.

Disease! of the Throat

Bm that ill Iron Bitter, ir* nude by Bnowa C.imcn
Go. m4 bar. wmmA rad Ubm Md trad. B*rk «n vrappra

81

GROCERY
AND^—
S

Bilk tojthe chetpest.

Fresh Groceries

Rke a

Baltimore,

.i

NEW

DETROIT MUSIC

gists at $1.00 a bottle.

. . iSBSi

A HlALY,»ut.M4 16eMo.au.,CMcmo.
1-t-pr-m—38-<Jm.

finest

^

Etc., Etc., which we offer for sale at very low
prices. Onr motto is: “Qnick Bales and Small

M.

etc. The only Iron Preparation
that wiU not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by aU Drug-

*

LYOM

Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns

Also a Pull Line of

digestive organa,
removing aU dyspeptic symptoms,
such as tasting the food. Belching,
Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,

DRY GOODS

DRT GOODS,
Profits."
Onr stock of CROCKERY Is large and complete,
and our stock of GROCERIES Is constantly being
replenished, kept fresh and fall.

HOSIERY, &C.,

charm on the

C.

River Street.

have added a completestock of

GENTS’ URNISHING GOODS,

HANDKERCHIEFS

my

^dverttaments.

—

46-2m

We

CO.,

CALICOES,

Prm.

THE

MEYER, BROUWER &

GINGHAMS,

and

more as six weeks ago!”—

IN

else-

DELAINEb,

hardly out of

a certain cure for

Houavd,

Or toy other called for, cheaper than

:

M. Huizenga & Go,
EIGHTH STREET.

Singer.

CASHMERES,

vbas der greatest shackass

in America! Why, I
fader-in-law

C.

and

TABLE LINEN.

“Blazes, but

Domestic

DRESS GOODS,

called out:

Jktrcit Free

Victor,

BLANKETS,

have the dog shot.”
“Oh, Ml pay dot,” said the grocer, and

man was

WYNHBFF,
SUCCESSOR TO

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

G.

it!’,

as $2 to get

it repaired. You’ll either pay it

he did, but the

Q

coat half off

much

will cost as

c g.

:m: i

At the store of

“How much?”
It

n,

it

HriTT1fi

Hats and Caps,

you oop?” was the

back, and you’ve got to pay for

“Well

a

where at

innocent query in reply.

my

x. i.

o

NOTIONS,

t

to eat folks up?”

‘‘Not quite but he tore

h

DRY GOODS,

Buffalo.N.Y.

•‘Why do you keep a dog around here
eat

HARRINGTON,

New Home,
WINTER
Wilson, Crown,

FALL AND

get fall particulars.
Price, Specific,|1 per package,or six packages
for $&. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,

Muxos.

_
HAND.

J.

JUST DECEIVED Sewing Machines

ne is being
If,

on Antoine street and called out to the

"Didt my dog

reasonable prices.

Medicine,

Sold In HollandbrD. R.

lumber, such as fencing, etc., can also be had ; also Lath,

ALL KINDS OF FRUIT BASKETS CONSTANTLY ON

It Is a

flurriedand angry entered a grocery store

of

Sipn’s

An old man broke through the ice at
Bay City the other day. He had his
Consumpt’n
hands in bis pants pockets when he feli Insanity and
an early
in, and as soon as the pockets were wet,
cvo. The
gra1
he could'nt gel his hands out, but he hung BpeciflcMedl

Yesterday forenoon a

etc., at

positive care for Spermatorrhoea,
Seminal
Weakness, Impoteocy, and all diseases resulting
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memory. Fains In
Back or Side
and diseases
that lead to

with his chin on the edge of the ice, and

THE TIME TOR BARGAINS.

IS

Holland,Mich

“All the nil that Flesh is Heir to,”
liver, irregularbowels, disordered

SHOES, ETC., ETC.

AItTB

A few thousand feet

J.

TO

etc.,

CLOTHING

of

Buggies,

all

Arising from impurity of the blood, torpid

SUITS

And a nice assortmentof Cutters lor Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.

up
day. My mother procured some Burdock Blood Bitters; I took them as di- BATH
rected; and have felt no pain since first
week after using them, and am now quite
well.” Price $1.00.
color, and could with difficultykeep

WINTER

Boys’ and Young Men’s

writes: *T suffered for several months
with a dull pain through left lung and

& Buttoned Shoes

Gents’ Buckled

and Examine.

as the fortunes Increase.”

shoulders.

&

Ladies’

and that in ascending from
them upward, the feeling of independence
tific hobbies;

will be sold at Cost, such as

way

Better wagon in every

class of society who, possessing moderate

1

FLIEMAN,

J.

Sir C. Lyell, the

1

UM

KANSAS CITY

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, and you may

<500 REWARD.
WE will pay the above reward for any caje of
Liver Complaint,Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Indigestion, Constipationor Oostlvenerewe cannol
care with Weave Vegetable Liver Pll la, when the
dlrectlona are strictly complied with. They are
pnrely Vegetable,and never fall to give satisfaction. Sugar Coated. Large boxes, conUlnln*80
Pills, 25 cents. For sale by all Druggists.Beware of counterfeits and Imitations.The genuine
mannfaemredonly by
C. WEST A CO.,
‘The PHI Makers,” 181 A 188 W. Madison St.
Chicago. Free trial package sent by mall prepaid on receipt of a 8 cent
38-ly

JOHN

stamp.

Try It,
Tbroush
confidentlyexpect the beat reaults. It Is a
and yon will
standard medical preparation,of known and Tickets via th
find traveling a
acknowledged curativs power, and U as CelebratedLine
luxury, Instead
cheap as its careful preparation and fine talc at all offices
of a dlaingredientswill allow. Eminent physicians, the U. 8. and
knowing its composition, prescribe it in their
comfort
’information
practice. The teat of half a century has
proven its absolute certaintyto cure all pulabout Rates of
monary complaints not already beyond the
Fare. fMerpio* Cara,
etc cheerfu ly given by
reach of human aid.
T. J
PERCEVAL LOWELL,
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer If. O#., fd Vied Prtfl A Otn'l Mnnagtr, Gtn. Pnu. ifL, . tratedweeklypaper,|8.20ayear,
shows the Progress
ChfitnEo.
CIiIcmko,111. of Science.U vwr ‘utercrtlnf, and
Practical and Analytical Ch-tieta,
circulation. Address MUNN A CO., Patoni Solicitors. pub’s, of SciEStino American. 87 Park BoW,
Lowall, Man.

!^V

Canada.

PATENTS

POTTER.

1>I.

SOU) BY ALL DEUSSISTflBVBBXWIBBE.

(I

$350r;=:3?SKiSS NewYork.

^

Ha-.d bonk about Patents free.

V,

